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Forces In Motion'
To Stop Recession
WASHINGTON
AP)
President .Reagan:saying what
administration officials have
carefully avoided, is
acknowledging for the first
time that the nation's economy
is in a recession.
But Reagan, says it's mild,
and his chief economic adviser
-says "forces already are in ma
tion"tO reverse it.
"I think there's a • slight
recession and I hope a short
Ala • recession," Reagan said Sun-•
"HEARTS ON FIRE" — Murray's heart was on fire for country music's Number one group, Oak day on the'White House lawn
Ridge Boys Sunday.The group performed before two enthusiastld crowds at West Kentucky Exposi- before leaying by helicopter to
tion Center. Group members from left: Lacy J. Dalton, Joe Bonsai', Richard Sterban, Duane Allen
meet with French President
and Bill Golden belted favorites Elvira, Trying To Love Two Women and Come On In during the Francois Mitterrand at
benefit for Marshall County Ambulance Service. Lacy J. Dalton warmed the crowd with several
Williamsburg Va. "I think
tunes before Oak Ridge Boys appeared on stage. Group members were present with both Kentucky everyone agrees On that."
Colonel and Duke of Paducah Awards before the evening performance.
Later 'Sunday, Murray'
Photos by Jennie Gordon
Weidenbaum, chairman of
,Reagan's Council of Economic
Advisers, said in a statement
-there are increasing signs
that the economy has entered
what can__ he called. a .recession," including a drop in industrial -.. productivity, 7 rising
unemployment-claiMs and the
weak housing market.
But Weidenbaum said
Reagan's economic program
and built-in - stabilizing
elements'in the federal budget
will assure that the downturn
will be short-lived. With both short- and longterm interest rates declining,
forces already are in motion to
reverse current downward
tendencies, even though
several more months of poor
economic statistics are a likely
-probability," hesaitL- - -Although private economists
have been saying the economy
is in a recession, Reagan's
comment caught his advisers
and other aides by surprise.

Juggling Of Latest Budget Plans Predicted
By Baker; Tax Increases May Be Selective
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
the White House saying the
next move is up to Congress,
Senate Majority Leader
Howard H. Baker Jr. is predicting "a lot of juggling"in President Reagan's latest budget
plans.
A • growing possibility,
sources said, is more selective
tax increases and fewer budget
cuts than Reagan has
proposed.

Clerk's Hours
Shortened
For October
Hours of the Calloway County
Clerk's Office will be shortened
for the remainder of October,
according to Marvin Harris,
clerk.
Harris said the new office
hours will be from 9 a.m. to 4'
p.m. Monday through Friday
so employees can learn to
operate a new computer
systeth which will store all the
office's records.
The normal hours of8 a.m. to
5 p.m. Monday through Friday
will resume Monday, Nov. 2.
Harris said. ,

Baker met Sunday at the
White House with presidential
counselor Edwin Meese III,
chief of staff James A. Baker
III and budget director David
A. Stockman to discuss mounting opposition to Reagan's
package.
Baker refused to reveal
details of the session but was
expected to have an announeemeat today- on how Senate
Republicans intend to proceed.
• -There is going to be a lot of
juggling," the Tennessee
Republican said Sunday, in
Reagan's call for $3 billion in
new tax revenues and- $13
billion in extra budget cuts for
the fiscal year that started this
month.
Chief White House
spokesman David Gergen, with
Reagan in Williamsburg, Va.,
for today's bicentennial
celebration of the
French-American victory_ at
Yorktown 200 years ago, said
no final decisions on....GOP
budget strategy were reached
Sunday.*
And deputy White House
press secretary Larry Speaks,
also witirthe presidential:par-

ty, added, ,"They (top White "
House officials) are having
continuing discussions with
(Senator) Fltker .and the
leadership. We are listening
and suggesting that Congress
come up with somethingif they
disagree with us. The ball's in
their court."
Baker insisted the administration is not wavering in
its commitment to cut spending
by $100 billion over the next three years to balance the

City Board
To Meet
The Murray Independent
School Board will discuss
several items at its meeting at
7:30 p.m. Tuesday, Oct. 20 at
the board of education office.
Items urtflttenda include
personnel, cons eration of
bids for sto
shes, consideration of meat bids, considerati,leof --aeiOty„._Neount
report for September and correspondence, ai_cording to
Robert Glin -.Jeffrey,
superintendent.

budget and to save $16 billion
this year to hold the 1982 deficit
to $43.1.billion.
But'there has been increasing speculation that the deficit
will exceed Reagan's goal.

sunny and cool
Sunny and-cool today with
highs in the upper 50s. Clear
and cold tonight with scattered frost. Lows in the mid
to upper 30s. Sunny and
warmer on Tuesday. Highs
in the uPper 60s. •
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As late as Saturda). White
House spokesman David
Gergen declined to
characterize the economy as
being in a recession.
Industrial production fell 0.8
percent in September, the second monthly decline in a row,
and was at the lowest level in
more than a sear, the govera
ment reported Friday.
Unemployment climbed train
7.3 to 7.5 percent last month
- Jerry Jordan, a member of
the Council of Economic Advisers and the administration's
chief economic forecaster, said
last week that unemployment
could go higher than 8 percent
by early next year.
Joblessness hasn't been that
high since the end of the 1974-75
recession, which has been called—the- na-tion's- niost severe
economic downturn since the
GreatDeprelsion of the 1930s. •
The Commerce Department
this week will relehe thirdquarter figures- far the Gross
National l'roduct that are expected to show a slight decline
after adjusted for inflation .
In the second quarter. the nation's economic output a_s

measured by real C.Nl' declin
eel at an annual rate (it 1 6 percent The standard definition of
recession is two cortSiselltrre•-•
quarters of dt•chning real NI'
- the total retail- value of -all
goods and services priduced his
the nation's econom
Meanwhile ..Nundav. James
'Tobin. who won the Nape! Prime
for -economics last • week-.
Reagan's simultaneous t.IN anti
budget cuts will can...! 'rot h
other nutIn -keep the eons,of
the economy pretty flat
The Yale
sit .
• economics professor. Inter
'viewed on NBC-TV's \ter t the
Press," said lieagan
will neither iiiipr.. the
nation business evenOt
nor
reduce inflation
-Basically . the hiel'et
gram and tbe
t
are at odds with caen (hi; a thi
that i.oitfliet is bound t,,
difficult to get rid ot tot LJ.ii
and have a... vigorous_
l'eciliwY th-c ssiffift•
said .
Tobin said fie. %mild t!,c
preferred smaller Lis • tit, c.
wage and_ prn
.
help battle inflation

Brenda Rowland Named
Business Woman Of Year
Brenda Rowland was named
as Business Woman of the Year by the:Murray Business and.
Professional Women's. Club at
its--annual --prayer-- breakfast -Sunday at The Boston Tea ParRowland, vice president of
the club, is a data base analyst
at Murray State UniverSity.
• Before moving to Murray with
-her husband, Joe, son, Pat,and
daughter. Vickie. she worked
for the Department of Defense

at Fort M'eade, i
Since roininr. t Mort Rowland has attent.tur.1
workshops in data
se, in
ilticago. Cincinnati. I ia1.10_4,
and•Attanta Shc
member ot (be
Chufell and flit. Mon..'::t.t1,
University Wtrittrt: ti,r
halfwit
The 138.1"W
business wornien
this week Wonien th.•
will be featured iii the i,of
Scene section of 'n o I Ager &

Calvert City Resident
Faces Several Charges
Steve I .ynii Henderson, lit. :i,
Calvert City, was released on
bond following his arrest FridaY afternoon on several
charges by the Calloway County Sheriff's office, a sheriff's.
spokesman said.
Henderson was charged with
five counts of unemployment
benefit fraud, a Class D felony,
the spokesman said. Henderson
allegedly collected . $1,280 in
state uriemployment benefits
from January to April while he
was employed by the Murray
Fisher Price plant and earned
$1,859.72, the spokesman said. .
Henderson also is charged
with two Counts of theft of services for allegedly failing to
pay rerl -and or allegedly fail.ing to pay for an item purchased at Shipwash Boat and Motor;
the spokesman said.
Sheriff's officials also charg—
ed Henderson with two counts
of theft by deception under

$100, the sp,)krshi,I1)
Those cbarges stem rnm
allegedly passim', had chef -ks to
Builis Market and to Darrel
McFarrtm. -the spokesman
said.
The sheriff'ts off WU& ak it
rested. Ricky Don uiili.,?At.
Shady Oaks Trailer Court, on
charges of third degree
burglary and theft by unlawful
taking under $100- c'rinuria! attempt,the spokesman sail
Collie reportedly was ai
rested Saturday morning on the
Penh
Jerry Bibb_ propert
Road, when (Collie; allegedh
entered a building and .was at
tempting to siphon gasolin,
from a- vehicle. the 1)4:i'ptestriati
said.
Two sheriff's Units and rfne
state police unit responded t4
the incident.
Collie was lodged in the
Calloway .Count.
spokesman said.

---- —7>

Succession Backers Launch Campaign

90'

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A
The proposed amendment to tion Secretary Frank Metts, from his staff job with the
,committee that supports the the Kentucky constitution Energy and
Agriculture Democratic National Commitproposed succession amend- would allow' the governor, Secrethry William
Sturgill, -tee to
ment to the Kentucky Constitu- sheriffs add other statewide state Democratic Party-- for c,olordinate the campaign
theamendment, said the
tion was scheduled to launch its elected officials to succeed Chairman Tracy Farmer,
committee has paid $70,000 for
media campaign today.
themselves in office.
Louisville lawyer C. Edward broadcast time between now
, A copyright story appearing
.Glasscock and Louisville ac! and the election.
in the Sunday editions of The
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. is the --countant Ronald Geary,
Two Washington media conCourier-Journal said the Com- major supporter of the amend- Brown's campaign treasurer.
suftants have produced four 30mittee For the Amendment has ment, which he contends is
second TV spoil-hi -support of
obtained a $150,000 loan to needed to give continuity to
Metts Said a decision to seek the aniendrnent.
.
finance television, radio and state government. Opponents the loan was made
About $10,000 has been set
' newspaper ads, conduct a say the amendment would committee, formedbecause the
two weeks aside for time on radio, and
-avessPrI VithPeign'tAPIE-717.4t.VP4Mentr-t"F",,,";=,..._
718qui,*OWIll
"
nrchvn Ass',,,,. silliii*i•r:aliir---a•--_,
operate a telephone bank.
_t
• 41,,,neygo . the advertising-in -newspapers outhe would seek aiksecond term if campaign
metropolitdo
The Committee for Ken- the atnendment is approved.
• "We figured The smarted areas where television will be
lucky, which oPposes thee
The loan obtained by the thing .wasto have the money
lip used,Lundesaid.
amendment, has raised • less Committee Vor The Amendfront,"
he
said.
The campaign will also inthan $5,000, according to ment from United •
Kentucky
The loan rimy be retired volve a telephone bank that
treasurer Philip Thompson, Bank of Louisville, is
who says it is unlikely his grooP„..g,ustranteed by five people close within two weeks As contribu- Lunde said would have the
tjonS are collected, Metts said.
potential of reaching 160.000
will get more than $10,000.
to-the governor — Transporta- •
Brian bind, Who..is on leave voters

OCTOBERFEST — Mr. and Mrs. James I. Schempp sang
Sunday afternoon as part of the community chorus at MurrayCalloway County Library. Festivities were mewed indoors Sunday afternoon because of cool weather.
Photo by Jenrue Gordon
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Marquanp May Be Top Crop

Calloway JV Team
Takes Second Place
The Calloway -eounty High
' junior varsity speech team
started its new season by winning second place sweepstakes
honors at St. Xavier High
School in Louisville.
Jessamine County took-first
place honors with 161 points.
Calloway followed with 143
points and Bullitt Central was
in third place with 73 points.
There were 20 schools from
Kentucky competing for
honors.
The Laker..team started 15
freshmen, two sophomores and
four juniors for the teams 21 entries. Fifteen of the twenty-one
Calloway entries qualified for
the powered-final round of
competition, with six winning
individual honors. Calloway
team members placing were
Bill P'Pool, first, extemporanous speaking; Mike Keeling, second, extemporanous
speaking; Lesa Hale, first
oratory; Mark Bazzell, second.

oratory; Allen McClard, second, declamation and Mollie
Imes, second, humorous interpretation.
Team members qualified for
the finals were Mike Keeling,
Bill P'Pool, Mark-Bazzell, Less
Hale, Roger Tucker, F:vy Jarrett, Emily Dunn, Allen McClard, Mollie Imes, Stephanie
Welch, Alan Miller, Dawn
Hale, Karen Adams and Carrie
Paschall.
Coaches Larry England and
Wanda Johnson said they were
extremely pleased with the performance of the junior varsity
,team at the Louisville Tournament. "Our freshman team
members did a great job considering that Jessamine County
and Bullitt Central were using
all juniors and seniors for the
junior varsity tournament,"
England said.
The Calloway Varsity Speech
and Debate Team will be competing at the Henry County In7
vitational Saturday,Oct. 24.

LEBANON, Ky. (AP) —
Although a there's a lot less of
it grown in the state than tobacco, the high quality of Kentucky's marijuana may make it
the leading cash crop.
Officials say lenient drug
laws allow Kentucky
growers to amass milliort of
dollars in profits each year.
Only six states receive
money from the U.S. Drug Enforcment Administration to
find and destroy marijuana
fields and Kentucky is one of
them.
Kentucky is also among 11
states with confirmed production of sinsemilla, a potent,
seedless form of marijuana
that brings much higher prices
than regular pot, report DEA
agents.
State police believe that
because sinsemilla-growing increased in Kentucky this year,
the state's pot farmers raised
less marijuana but made more•
money.
However, a former federal
drug agent thinks more, not

less, pot was grown in Kentucky this year.
From the seizures by state
police and all, it would certainly appear that there's more being grown this year," said
Harold Brown, who headed the
Louisville office of theDA for
11 years before resikning
earlier this month,
Just how much is being
grown seems to be anybody's
guess.
IA. Louis Stiles, head of the
state police drug unit,
estimates that police are finding no more than 10 percent bf
the crop. Brown thinks that less
than 5 percent is confiscated.
An even lower estimate —2½
percent — comes from State
Police Detective Jody
Greenwell of Marion County,
which has led Kentucky in
pot-crop confiscation for two
years.
State police estimate they
have seized marijuana crops
with a wholesale value of about
$16 million through Oct. 15 of
this year.

Plan To Take Effect In Fall 1983

WKU Adopts Admissions Policy

-a

BOWLING GREEN, Ky.
(APIWestern Kentucky
University's Board of Regents
has adopted a selected admissions policy that will take effect
in the fall of 1983, according to
WKU President Donald
Zacharias.
"Effective in the fall of 1983,
-a graduate
an accredited
Kentucky high school may be
to a freshman class
with either a grade point of 2.2
or above or an ACT composite
score of 14 or above,Zacharias said of the board's
action.
In 1983, we make certain
recommendations about college preparatory work and in
1985 we make tho.se recommendations mandatory,''
Zacharias said. "In 1985, as an
example, we say four units in
English are a requirement,
while in 1983 they are recommended," he added.
The policy follows a review
by a special task force appointed by Zacharias who said,
"emphasis is on guality, not on
keeping students out of
Western."
Under the policy, nonKentucky residents will be required the minimum 2.2, rank
in the top half of their class and
have an ACT mimimum composite of 17. The plan includes
automatic admission for
students with 3.5 or above
averages and ACT composite
scores of 25 and above.
The board ratified a Sept. 8
approval by the executive committee of a $14.2 million
crease request in the 1982-84
biennial budget and elected
Bowling Green attorney Joe
Bill Campbell to succeed John
David Cole as chairman of the
board for 1982.
The board elected Owensboro
city school admninistrator Joe

Iracane as viiT chairman.
Following a succession of
board meetin0 of financiallyrelated agenda items, the
board approved an expanding
scholarship program, which
Louisville board member
Michael Harold said "is an excellent response to out-of-state
student --concerns, espeeially.
regarding the new admissions
policy's grade-point-average
requirement."
•
The plan includes two types
of renewable sCholarshps
which will be offered to
academically -superior
students from surrounding
areas.
" The H.H. Cherry Hallmark
and Meritorious scholarships
will encourage highly-qualified
students from areas which
have previously been covered
by tuition wavers, Zacharias
said.
A total of 45 scholarships
would be made for the fall of
1982 at a combined cost the first
year of $36,000.
In other business, the board
approved a Sport-O-Thon, a
fund-raising venture to be
telecast Nov. 21 by WBKO-TV
in Bowling Green and to be
simulcast by local radio
outlets. The telethon is designed to generate funds for WKU's
intercollegiate athletic
program.
The board authorized
Zacharias to establish a radio
network for Western athletics.
Three members, faculty
regent William Buckman, Patsy Judd, and Ronald Clark,
were elected to the board's executive committee.
In his final report to the
board, Zacharias commented
on items in the state Council on
Higher Education's
preliminary summary on
potential reallocation of ap-

propriated funds to the State's to persuade the council that
there are flaws in the -prouniversities.
"The council staff has made posal," Zacharias said, adding
a serious effort to keep us in- that one of Western's objecformed about their plans. It's tions to the "mission model
nice to know when someone is concept," which he desribed as
stalking you so you can take "a value-laden model,""is that
precautionary steps to prevent the institutions offering the
greatest number of credit
them," Zacharias said.
hairs will be the ones that
'the suffer the most."
If
implement
bluegrass
plan" would
ed,. mean
"If we follow the proserious reductions on some babilities of zero increases in
campuses, including dollars the next year, with the
Western's, while offering a ravages of inflation, we're talkmore favorable financial pic- ing about dividing the garbage
ture to other universities.
rather than the salad,"
-"I don't think it is impossible Zacharias said.

There were diplomats and
politicians in suits, farmers in
their khaki work clothes,
soldiers under arms and white-
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growing a plant for himself and
a lot of the old-line rural
criminal element."
Stiles said some growers
have been in the marijuana
business for 10 to 15 years, first
as street dealers, then as
distributors of imported marijuana, now as growers of highquality domestic pot.
Gatew000d Galbraith, a Lexington lawyer who heads the
Kentucky Marijuana Guild, a
pro-pot group, said small-time
growers greatly outnumber
large marijuana farmers.
He estimates that 3,000 to
4,000 Kentuckians grow 10 to
100 marijuana plants a year —
enough for their use and a few
small sales to friends.
"In the state of Kentucky,"
said Galbraith, "there are
more marijuana sniokers than
there are Republicans."

Magoffin Sheriff
Free On Bond
SALYERSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
— Magoffin County Sheriff
Thomas "Skip" Salyers is free
on bond . after *being charged
with first-degree assault in the
wounding of a 12-year-old girl,
state police reported.
Salyers is accused of
shooting into a car belonging to
Harry Thomas Holbrook Friday night in Salyersville. Of-

Cash Register Stolen;
Accidents Reported„

A cash register valued at$500
and the $280 in cash it contained
was reported missing early this
morning at Bentley-'s
Restaurant, according to Murray Police reports.
Entry to the court square
building allegedly was gained
by the removal of a basement
window vent fan the reports
said.
No other items were reported
missing.
Police are continuing an investigation into the incident.
Police also reported several
robed Arabs among those who
filed past the flag-draped, traffic accidents during the
weekend. No one Was
casket to pay final respects.
hospitalized
resulting from the
Prime Minister Menachem
Begin stood alone at silent at- accidents.
On Sunday, Michael Sykes,
tention to pay tribute to the
man who as his foreign 18,- 1510 Clayshire, reportedly
minister helped negotiate the was attempting to turn into the
peace with Egypt,the first, and Little Bear Arcade, Main
so far, only Arab nation to Street, when he was struck by a
car driven by Seth Alan
recognize the Jewish state.
Butros Ghali, Egypt's Warner, 20, 1101 Circarama,
minister of State for Foreign who was pulling out of Huck's,
Affairs with whom Dayan the reports said.
Accidents from Saturday inworked closely on the 1979
cluded
a two-car collision at the
peace treaty, led a large
delegation. The United States, U.S. 641 and Highway 121 inwas represented by Attorney tersection, the reports said.
General William French Smith. Lisa Marshall, 17, Rt. 3 Calvert
Dayan died in the arms of his City, was attempting a left turn
wife, Rachel, at suburban Tel onto 641 from 121 and turned inAviv hospital Friday at age 66 to the path of Lori Glover, 17,
after suffering two heart at- Rt. 5, Murray, who was southtacks. He had battled cancer bound on 641,the reports said.
A three-car collision ocfor several years and was in
curred on 641 between Chestnut
failing health.
Though he spent little time in and Arcadia when Beverly CarNahalal in later life, it was his son, 23, Rt. 2, Murray, hit the
wish to be buried in the settle- rear end of a vehicle driven by
ment's pastoral Jezreel Valley Robert Phelps, 27, Rt. 9, Bencemetery. He told of having a -ton, the reports said. The
recurring dream in recent Phelps car then hit the car of
years in which he climbed the Harold Miller, 44, 103 E. 24th,
hill to graveyard and came the reports added.
Phelps and Miller were stopupon a cave where, exhausted,
ped in the northbound lane at
he found peace.

Moshe Dayan Leaves
Legacy Of Peace
NAHALAL, Israel (API —
He called himself a fanner, a
peasant of the land, and he was
laid to rest among the Galilee
fields he loved. But Moshe
Dayan left a legacy of peace
born out of the battles he helped
win.
He asked for and received a
simple funeral, this man who
more than any symbolized the
emerging nation of Israel and
went deepest to the ancient
roots of its warrior kings
His plain timber casket was
buried Sunday on a hilltop
overlooking the fields and orchards of his boyhood home on
this collective farm his parents
helped establish and he helped
defend.
.
There were no eulogies and
no rifle fire over the freshly dug
grave, but thousands came to

At a discovery rate of 10 percent, the total crop would be
worth $160 million. Using the
2/
1
2 percent rate, it would be
$640 minion.
Last year Kentucky farmers
got about $600 million from
burley, tobacco, the state's
leading cash crop.
Kentucky is a favorite spot
for growing marijuana because
it has a relatively long growing
season and a good climate and
soil, say authorities. It's also
closer to large northern
markets than states -farther
south.
State law makes first-offense
manufacture. of marijuana a
misdemeanor with a maximum
penalty of a year in jail and a
$500 fine.
Kansas, Wyoming and the
District of Columbia are the only other places where largescale marijuana growers risk
maximum sentences of just a
year or less,said authorities.
State police say most people
charged in Kentucky courts
with growing pot pay the maximum fine and get a suspended
sentence.
Which Kentuckians grow
marijuana?
"That's like asking who
smokes pot or who drinks
beer," said Stiles. "You've got
influential people, the regular
farmer, 'someone coming in
from another state, someone

the time of the incident, the
reports said.
A car owned by Robert Perrin, 50, 1000 Perrin, was hit by
an unknown car while In a
parking lot on Perrin Drive between Keeneland and Holiday,
- the reports said.
A vehicle driven by Frances
E. Brown, 709 A. Wells Ext.,
was hit from behind at a stop
light on 641 between Sycamore
and 12th by Greg Latto, 19, 713
Mian,the reports said.
According to the reports,[atto said he stopped his van
behind Brown,looked down and
his vehicle rolled into Brown's.
Jeffrey Adkins, 18, Rt. 8,
Mayfield, 'reportedly crossed
the center line on Chestnut between 16th and 12th when he collided with Thomas Parker, 23,
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn., the
reports said.
The Parker vehicle had to be
towed from the scene.
In a parking lot between
Story and Sycamore, Richard
Lyell, 30, Rt. 5, Murray,
bumped a parked car owned by
Herbert Keltz, 512 W. 9th, the
reports said.
No citations were issued in
any of the wreck investigations, reports said.

Fire Destroys
Tobacco Barn
Fire destroyed the tobacco
barn of Gerald Walker, East
Almo, Sunday morning, ac:cording to a spokesman of the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue
Squad.
The reports did not indicate if
the barn was full.
The squad responded with
five men and two units. No injuries were reported.

Calloway County
Get-Out And Vote
On November 3rd
"I need a strong vote
and high voter turnout by
Calloway Countians on
November 3rd if I am to
defeat my Marshall County opponent and if we are
to keep the district
judge's office in Calloway
County."

*David Buckingham
- for *
- District Judge
Paid for by David Buckingham Campaign Fund, Tim Miller, Treasurer, 821
N. 20th St. Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Letter is Misleading
FRANKFORT — flow deep
in the sewer can politics get?
How low will a political servant
crawl in using his name in
hopes of enchancing his party's
candidates in next year's elections.
At hand is a letter from
venerable Democrat Senator
Claude Pepper of Florida importuning senior citizens to
make cash contributions to the
Democratic Party under the
veiled threat campaign labeled
as the "Campaign to Save
Social Security."
The four-page single-spaced
letter is a continuous assertion
of untruths conceived as a vehicle to mislead senior citizens
and wage earners that the
Reagan Administration is
dedicated to doing away with
the Social Security program
and abandoning the needy.
The letter is being mailed to
senior citizens across the country by the Democratic National
Committee, 1 625
• Massachusetts Ave., N.W.;
Washington,D.C.20036.
The string of falsehoods used
in the letter to dupe the senior
citizens and degrade the
Reagan Administration and
Republican Party borders on
frau-6V Mail if it isn't indeed
that.
It is designed to createfear in
the hearts of these Americans
who have contributed so _much
to this country that it be free
and continue under a form- of
government where the people
elect their leaders. Mr. Pepper
is a beneficiary of this-system
yet he chooses to resort to
subterfuge, lies and falsehoods
to promote the selfish ends of
his political party.
Consider these excerpts from
Pepper's letter:
"Social Security is no longer
secure. Unless you and I act —
and act immediately — Soda!
Security benefits could be
drastically reduced or
destroyed.
"In the name of 'efficiency'
and 'budget cutting,' the
Republicans have turned their
backs on millions of Americans
who have spent their lives earning their right to Social Security benefits.
"I, for one, am not going to
stand by silently and let the
Republicans destroy Social
Security. And,I don't think you
will either. That's why I'm
writing to ask you to join with
me and the Democratic Party
in the CAMPAIGN TO SAVE
SOCIAL SECURITY.
"Now, the Democratic Party
has set as its number one
priority the goal of saving the
Social Security System."

This sentence immediately
above says outright the system
is being destroyed. If not, why
would the Democrats have to
adopt a plan tto save it?
The letter continues with
other entreaties:
"Believe me,the ballot box is
the most important weapon we
have against those who would
destroy our Social Security
System.
'However, if we can raise the
money needed to elect candidates who will defend the
Social Security System, we can
protect the real life needs of
those Americans already
retired or planning to retire.
"Your emergency contributions of $15, $25, $100 or
whatever you can afford will
help launch this campaign."
The Democratic National
Committee is using contrived
fear as a means to induce many
senior citizens to part with
their much needed money.
Not since the first campaign
of Franklin'D. Roosevelt has
the Democratic Party waged
such a scurrilous campaign
constructed of lies, contrived
fears and intent to mislead with
the sole goal of political victory
regardless. of the cost to the
coUntry —aid the emotional
stability of senior citizens living so close to the edge of
poverty.
How can a man,such as Pepper who has been honored and
trusted by the people of Florida
to hance their affairs in the
U.S.Senate stoop so low? The Democratic Party
leaders who sponsored the
mailing of this letter should be
ousted by the loyal members of
the party.
President Reagan in a recent
television appearance assured
every citizen that present
Social Security benefits will not
be reduced and asked their support in strengthening the program.
The Democrats have been in
control of Congress for more
than 40 years with the exception of one session. If there is
blame to be placed for the condition of the country, it lies at
their feet.
Pepper claims the
Republicans are out to dettroy
the Social Security System.
While the Republicans control
the Senate, the Democrats control the House that must initiate all money bills.
Doesn't Pepper trust his own
party-in the House?
It would be unfair to label all
Democrats as sanctioning such
actions. The very foundation of
our representative form of
government is anchored in the
two-party system.

Letters To The Editor

PTA Supports KET
To The Editor:
As president of the Kentucky
Congress of Parents and
Teachers, I would like to explain why we asked the Governor's office to proclaim the
week of Oct. 19-25 as "KET is
for Learning Week."
I have taken the time to
watch some of the KET programs that Kentucky children
are viewing at school. I have
been particularly impressed by
the variety and soundness of
KET's programs — science
programs that take children into outer space or on a tour of
the human body, reading programs that stress phonics and
encourage active participation

with characters on the program, and affective education
programs that help students
deal with their feelings about
sibling rivalry, peer pressure,
and career decisions. I hope
that everyone will tune in during "KET Is For Learning
Week" to see how television
works as an integral part of
education in Kentucky.
The PTA has supported KET
since its inception thirteen
years ago. The reason is simple: KET's quality programming.
Sincerely,
Patti Acquisto,President
Kentucky Congress of "
Parents and Teachers

Appreciates Help
To The Editor,
This letter is to let you know
how much the Murray High
School Chapter of FBLA appreciates the cooperation of
Matt Sanders,news editor.
• He came to make pictures of
our officers,.included our articles and pictures in the paper
and gave up an hour of his time
to talk to the Office Procedures
. 4wspik..r Work.
.
7--tia.s.f about!
`111"
The class had-just-completed a
unit on the various forms of
newspaper work and problems
encountered in the office. His
comments were mat appropriate and interesting for
the data..
Matt certainly is an asset to
your paper and our communi-

kILABLE

ty.
Sincerely,
Sue Miller,
FBLA Sponsor

Thank You'
To The Editor,
Thank you kindly for running
our article on non-partisan
voter registration.
_ It.is. people likit you who
make me love my.Magnificent
Mu'rray. We do appreciate your
help and interest.
Sincerely,
Mary Lou Johnson, Chairman
Voter Registration Committee
Democratic Party.

"The next President of Iran will have to have many qualifications...
expert!"
He must be an Islamic, a leader, and a bomb defusing

Business ilirttn-

By JOHN CUNNIFF

GIRAFFiTIr Interest Rates Cause Anger. Frustration
1
:1!
dealers have joined in a camIn short, he concluded, after
NEW YORK (AP) — You
1.1 N.•••..'

can't talk to small-business
people today without the subject of interest rates coming
up, accompanied by frustration
and anger and, it seems, mounting hostility to the Reagan
economic program.
Their anger isn't confined to
President Reagan alone. It
goes back a long way, well into
the 1960s and the beginning of
-2An_r-sLiousisiant inflation,years in which small business
feels it suffered too quietly.
An economist of the National
Federation of Independent
.Business, which has more than
500,000 members, summed up
the growing despair in
testimony late last week before
a House Small Business
subcommittee.
"The state of small business
WRITE A LETTER
is dangerously weak," said
Letters to the editor are
Edison Zayas, the economist.
welcomed and encouraged.
"Over the last year, thousands
All letters must be signed by
of small firms have gone out of
the writer and the writer's
business, and today many
address and phone number
more are just holding on.
must be included for
"For years now, the balance
verification. The phone
sheets of small firms have been
number will not be publisheroded by an extensive period
ed.
of sluggish real sales, along
Letters should be
with high, unexpected inflation
typewritten and doublerates, huge increases in energy
spaced whenever possible
costs, heavy regulatory
and should be on topics of
burdens and increased income
general interest.
and labor taxes."
Editors reserve the right
The result, said Zayas, "has
to condense or reject any letbeen a persistent reduction in
ter and limit frequent
working capital, forcing more
writers.
firms to turn to external
Address correspondence • sources of funds," which for
to: Editor, The Murray
small businesses cost more
Ledger & Times, Box 32,
than 20 percent — a cost that in
Murray,Ky.42071.
these times of weakening demand, cannot be passed on as
higher prices.

Looking Back
10 Years Ago
The Calloway County
Sheriff's Department found- a
cache of marijuana in the county about one mile southeast of
Green Plain Church of Christ.
Deaths reported included •
L.C. Turner, 70, Emery Elmo
Gardner, Agnes Bohan Harper,
54, Gertie Wisehart McClure,
84, Pauline Mansfield Yates,
61,and Richard D.Fairres, 73.
Dr. James McDill, associate

20 Years Ago

professor in Department of
Speech and Hearing, Murray
State University, spoke on
"The Identification of PreSchool Children in Calloway
County With Speech and Hearing Problems" at the United
Campus Ministry luncheon.
Flora Thomas was honored
at a dinner in celebration of her
90th birthday.

having been severely
debilitated by the adverse effects of years of unsound
government policies, many
small firms have now been
knocked cold, bankrUpted, by
high interest rates.
In the view of some smallbusiness spokesmen, often expressed off the record, Reagan
must share with previous
r2resses —
presi_c!,
and with the Mem! Reserve
— blame for toclay's high interest rates.
The chief criticism of the
president is that he has permitted the war on inflation to be
waged too heavily by high
financing costs, ruining
markets for houses and cars
and- making inventory costs
prohibitive.
Real estate salesmen and car

Flearune
Heartline is a service for
senior citizens. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve
problems. If you have a question or a problem not answered
In these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45361.
You will receive a prompt reply, but you must include a selfaddressed, stamped envelope.
The most useful replies will be
printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I was looking
through the Encyclopedia of
Associations at my library and
found the listing of the National Association of Older
Americans, which is the same
senior organization recommended by our local office on
aging. As I understand it, this
organization has a lot of special
benefits and services for us
older folks. Do you have any information on this group? We
have received much of your
free literature in the past and
found it to be most helpful.
Thank you for being there when
we need you. M.R.
ANSWER: Yes. The National
Association of Older
Americans makes available a
fine newsletter to its members,
as well as a pharmaceutical
plan, group Medicare supplement plan (guaranteed issue to
members regardless of age or
health condition), travel and
touring opportunities at special
reduced rates, free booklets
and literature and other
valuable benefits. For more
free information, send a long,
self-addressed and stamped
envelope to: Headline, Dept.
NAOA, 114 East Dayton St.,
West Alexandria, Ohio 45361.
HEARTLINE: A friend of
my husband has a document

Steps were taken at a
Births reported at the Murmeeting Oct. 18 at the Calloway ray Hospital included a girl to
County Health Center to form a Mr. and Mrs. William A. BarMental Health Chapter in • nhill and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Calloway County. Robert 0. William Lawrence.
Miller was appointed temMr. and Mrs. Bun C. Swarm
porary chairman.
celebrated their 50th wedding
Airman Third Class Wayne S. anniversary with an open house
Cordrey, son of Mr. and Mrs. at their home on North 16th
Gail Cordrey, Murray, Street.
recewntly had graduated from
a 19-Week Ground Radio
Operator Course at Keesler Air
Force Base, Miss.
(USPS308-700)
Walter L. Apperson
Publisher
R. Gene McCutcheon
Editor
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon
Pvt. Joe H. Watkins, son of
SuEdays,July 4, Christmas Day, New Years Day and
except
Mr. and Mrs. James Watkins,
by Murray Newspapers, Inc. 106 N. 4th, MurThanksgi?ing
had completed Army branch
Ky. 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky.
ray,
basic training with the Third
42071.
Armored Division at Fort
SUBSCRIPTION RATES:'In areas served by carriers,
Knox.
$3.25 per Monti?, payable in advance. By mail in Calloway
Calloway County 4-H Club
County and to Benton, Hardin, Mayfield,Sedaliaiand FarmMembers won blue ribbons at
ington:Ky., and Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $24.50
the District 4-H Club Achieveper year. kty mail to other deslinations,$39.50 per year..
ment Day 04,16 at Piblucah.
. Membirof AssociaticCPress, Kentucky Press Associftion.
They were Marilyn Walker,
and SoutherriNewspaper.politiotwri Association.
clothini, Kirksay; 9^t,y
The Associated Press is exclusilfely—ektitled to republish
Kingins, housekeeping, Almo;
local news origiriated by The Murray Ledger & Times as
Gene McDougal, dairy Murray
well as all other AP news.
Training; and Jackie Geurin,
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
beef, Almo.
753-1916
Business Office.,
Births reported included a
753-1916
Classified Advertising
boy to Mr. and NW Barney
753-1919
Retail(Display) Advertising
Tabers and a girl to Mr. and
753-1916
Circulation
Mrs. Rafe Brooks, both on Oct.
753-1918
News and Sports Dept
'
16.

the
Murray Ledger & Times

30 Years Ago

paign to pressure the administration, Congress and the
Fed to bring down rates,
claiming that while economic
conditions might dictate
relatively high rates, room still
exists for some easing without
compromising the fight against.
inflation. A few points lower,
they suggest, would work
wonders.
The - cit.-444mo'has an
unusual technique fok gaining
the attention of congressmen.
The key to unlocking the
economy is lower interest
rates, say the campaigners.
"So send Congress your tired,
your battered, your worn-out
keys."
It will remind them,they say.
of the house.. car or truck you
cbuldn't buy, or of the business
you had to lock up for good.

signed by President Truman
thanking him for his honorable
service to our country. He has
had it for years and -doesn't
remember Where or how he got
it, but believes that anyone who
served in the armed forces and
has an honorable discharge can
get one. I would love to get one
for my father for Christmas, as
he served in WW II and was
seriously wounded. I think that
he would really appreciate it.
Can you tell me anything about
this? J.G.
ANSWER: Presidential
memorial certificates are sent
to the next-of-kin, or upon request to a relative or friend of a
deceased, honorably discharg:
ed veteran. The certificate expresses the country's grateful
recognition of the veteran's
service in the armed forces,
and it bears the signature of the
President. However, it is our
understanding that the veteran
must be deceased. We would
suggest that you contact your
nearest Veterans Administration for further information.

"Intln %. In //istor
Today is Monday, Oct. 19, the
292nd day of 1981. There are 73
days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Oct. 19, 1954, Britain and
Egypt reached agreement on
evacdating troops from the
Suez Canal zone.
On this date:
In 1781, British troops under
Cornwallis were defeated at
Yorktown, Va. as the Revolutionary War neared its end.
In 1944, U.S troops landed in
the Philippines during World
War II.
In 1960, the United States
placed an einbargo on
shipments to Cuba.
And in 1973, Libya halted its
oil shipments to the United
States in a dispute over
Washington's Mideast policies.
Ten years ago: Japan called
for the seating of both Communist China and Nationalist
China at the United Nations.
Five years ago: A triple veto
in the. U.N. Security Council by
the United States, Britain and
France blocked a resolution to
embargo arms shipments to
South Africa: ear -ago: Australian
Prime. --Miitister: .1431-1colm .
Fraser's ruling coalition won.
re-election in nationwide
voting.
Today's birthday: columnist
Jack Anderson is 59.
Thought for today: "Only.
parents' love can last our
lives." — Robert Browning,
English poet 1812-1g89 ).

I III%.
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Odor caused by bacteria

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.

Exercise is a dogoone
good idea for your dog.

7 00 9 (01

• 753-3314
7 20.9 15

METHODIST BAZAAR — Bernia Brooks, a member of the First
United Methodist Church Women, works on one of the quilts to be
sold at the annual bazaar Oct. 22 at 10 a.m. at the church. Numerous
other items will be on sale.

IT etypootes

PATERNITY
Ile 114.00000
PG

Bazaar Set Thursday
Members of the
First United Methodist
Church Women have
been working
Oeligently for months on articles for the
annual fall bazaar
scheduled Thursday,
Oct. 22, at 10 a.m. at
the church.
Lunch will be served
from 11 a.m. to .1 p.m.
Tickets at $2.75, each
may be purchased by
calling Pattie Mae
Moody, 753-5483, or
any member - of the
UMW.
The public is urged
to attend this annual
event to purchase
items for gifts from
the large assortment
of arts, crafts, decor.tions, baked goods,
jellies, jams, plants,
and numerous other
items.
All articles for sale
are to be'taken to the
basement of the educational building of the

laflotion-fishter
Mario Sooniol
SI .S0 To Sao

720 9 10
MEL BROOKS'
HISTORY OF
THE WORLD
PART 1 XI

Chestnut St •753-3314

church Wednesday,
Oct. 21, from 1:30 to 7
p.m.
Parking space will
be available at the
church and at the
Seventh a nd 111,1rd r

Church of Christ.
Proceeds from the
bazaar will go'for missions and other needed
projects of the church,
according to a UMW
spokesman.

Cancer Drug Tested
BOSTON (AP) —
Bouts of nausea from a
common cancer drug
are so bad that patients sometimes
refuse to take the
medicine, but now doctors say a treatment
already available will
eliminate most of
those side effects.
The powerful drug,
*Cisplatin, is aiteful•
against several forms
of cancer. But because
it causes such prolonged nausea and
vomiting, it has been
called "the most
dreaded of ,all the
drugs" used in cancer

Southern Optical would like
to make the world
look better to you.
You can be confident in eyewear from Southern
Optical because we won't take shortcuts when
it comes to your eyes. In faot, we take extra
steps in grinding, polishing and testing your.
lenses to convert your prescription into the
most comfortably fitting, accurate eyewear
available anywhere. And that could make a lot
of things look better to you.
For a free copy of our booklet, "Extra steps
to excellence," stop by 641 No. Olympic Plaza
or call 753-0422.

patients.
Doctors in New York
have discovered,
however, that a
medicine called
metoclopramide
eliminated the upset
stomaches for 40 percent of those who took
it, and the symptoms
were far less severe in
most of the rest.
:
"This doesn't mean
it will work for every
kind of chemotherapy.
but it may," Dr.
Richard J. Gralla, who
directed the research,
said in an interview.
Metoclopramide has
been available for.
several years, but until now, it has been
given largely to treat
stomach problems in
diabetics.
Doctors tested
rnetoclopramide ir a
study at Memorial
Sloan-Kettering
Cancer Center in New
York, and they
published their findings in today's New
England Journal of
Medicine.
icing

DEAR DR. LAMB — Our
daughter has a bad perspiration odor. Washing does not
get the odor out of her
clothes. I have tried everything than'. of to get this
underarm odor out but to no
avail. She keeps herself
clean, bathes daily, wears
clean clothes"dairy ind uses
deodorants. Could something
be lacking in her diet? None
of the rest of the family has
the offensive odor. We would
appreciate any advice you
can offer.
DEAR READER — Of
course cleanliness is impor-

tant in preventing body
odors but most people do not

Oilditait

Birth
WALKER GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Mike
Walker, Rt. 3, Murray,
are -the parents Of a
daughter, Amberly
Dawn, weighing four
4 ounces,
/
pounds 51
measuring 18 inches,
During National
born Tuesday, Oct. 6,
at 2:38 a.m. at Business Women's
Week, Oct. 18-24, the
Murray-Calloway
Murray Business and
County Hospital.
The father is Professional Women's
employed at Chubby's Club has selected a
Auto Sales, Murray. Woman of Distinction
The mother is the for today, Mrs. Ronald
former Christy Con- (Rebecca) Churchill,
and a Business Woman
away.
Grandparents are of the Day, Mrs. J. B.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. (Jo) Burkeen, acWalker, Murray, and cording to Agnes
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey McDaniel and Elaine
Conaway, Orange Brown, club chairmen
County, Cal. 'Great for the special week's
grandmothers are observance.
Anetta Huffstutler,
Mentone, Cal., and
Lela Walker, Murray.

Two Women Named .
By Murray B&PW Club
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The Golden Age Club
will meet Friday, Oct.
23, at 11:30 a.m. in the
social hall of the First
United Methodist
Church. A potluck luncheon will be served.
Following the luncheon a tour of the
Clara Eagle Gallery
and the University
Center at Murray
State University will
be taken by the group.
Members are asked to
note the change in
date.
Club members at-
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Naturalizer Week

Try Us! s'

October 9th thru October 24th
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Kidskin refers to uppers .
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Choke Full 40
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N Beef Loins

I Quarter Pound Pure
I Ground Beef Patties
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BIRLIIIN STOCKADE
Free Banquet Facilities

90% Steak Lb.$1 990
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COUROIll

0 225 Lb. To 32,5 Lb.

savings
Lunch Special

04

All You Can Eat

Soup & Salad Bar

i Sides of Choice Beef
$135
0
Guaranteed Tender .
F•r Caning, teno.r,
Charge
No
a Frowzier,

, Moo 757- 16111
MONS;7:00- :110 Alec -Fri.

"Over 35 Items"
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We Still Have A Good Selection
1
1
Frozen Vegetables
1
i Whole Hog
$059 I
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She is a member of
the First Baptist
Church where she attended regularly until
her ill health. She was
a charter member of
the B&PW Club and a
member of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Rebecca has three
children, Martha
Imes, Almo, Minnie
Lee Walker, Brentwood, Tenn., and
Ronald Churchill, Jr.,
Middleburg, Ohio. She
also has eight grandchildren.
BUSINESS
WOMAN OF DAY
Jo Burkeen, wife of
J. B. Burkeen, resides
on the Penny-Airport
Road. She is the
tending the September
mother of two
potluck luncheon at children, Dennis B.
Paris Landing State Burkeen and Patsy B.
Park were Thelma
Black, and the grandParker and Messrs
mother of Jamie and
and Mesdames Robert Jennifer Burkeen and
Davis, Carl Hen- Emily Black.
drickson, Robert
A graduate of MurHopkins, Bill Marose, ray Training School,
Dan Mears, and Roger she attended Murray
Burgoyne.
State University. She
started work as a
for The
Bucy Family bookkeeper
Ledger & Times in
1946and later became
Scene
Reunion Set the Local
Editor, her current
A Bucy family reu- position.
nion will be Saturday,
Jo is a member of
Oct. 24,from 10 a.m.to the First Baptist
4 p.m. at Hazel Com- Church, Theta Departmunity Center. A ment of the Murray
potluck dinner will be Woman's Club, a
served.
member of the Board
All family members of Directors of the
and friends are urged Murray-Calloway
to attend. For informa- County Need Line
tion call Edward Bucy, Association, and as a
1-901-247-5670, or John board member of the
Bucy, 1-901-247-5113,, local Salvation Army
Buchanan, Tenn., Unit.
area.
WOMAN OF
'DISTINCTION
Mrs. Ronald (Rebecca) Churchill was born
Dec. 20, 1900. She
taught school in Murray ffom 1920 to 1923.
In September 1923 she
was married to Ronald
Churchill who died this
year.
Rebecca was a
licensed funeral director and worked closely
with her husband at
the J. H. Churchill'
Funeral Home.

Luncheon Planned
By Golden Age Club

The Showcase

N4i want you to shine

C4r

baCkha
lem
to °dar
will and
beginber
disaprelbr:
the
provided that really
cause — and it
In view of its TocTiti7in. I
don't think it has a thing to
do with her diet.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 1$-2,
Sweating, Antiperspirants
and Body Odor, to give you
more details about this.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, .selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Ftadic
.tation, New York, NY
ity19S
loo
C

know that ordinary soap nd
water often will not work,
even if you bathe every
hour.
Why? Because the odor is
usually caused by bacterial
action on normal sweat.
These bIcteria are inside the
layers of the skin. Washing
The usual deodorants you
the surface of the skin will -, can buy will not correct her
not remove them. That is
problem but they may prowhy a cleansing soap that
vide some limited relief.
penetrates the outer layers
They are fine for less diffiof the skin is sometimes
cult problems.
necessary.
And because I don't know
A preparation that conyour daughter's age I want tains hexachlorophene is the
to caution that I do not recbest available, such as
ommend hexachlorophene
pHisollex. It is a prescripregularly in anyone who is
tion item because it was
pregnant or likely to be
found years ago to cause
pregnant. Otherwise using it
damage to babies. Before
locally as under the arms
that it was routinely used in
until the odor disappears is

We are pleas• ed,to announced that Angela
Manning, brideelect of Hal Fuqua has seiected her
china, crystal
and accessories
from our complete bridal registry. Angela
and Hal will be
married Dec
1 1 th.

gOpticaL

not likely to be a problem..
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have been on one grain of
thyroid for about 10 years.
In that time I have gained 15.
pounds. I've tried dieting but
can't lase any weight. It
came on and stayed-on after
I started on the thyroid
m. Could the thyroid
ne from losing weight?
ia
Should I stop taking it to
see? I don't know why the
doctor put me on them.
Exactly whit does the pill
do for me?
DEAR READER — If you
have a normal thyroid, taking a small dose of thyroid
will not do a thing for you.
Your thyroid gland just
decreases the amount of thyroid hormone it produces.
The end result of the thyroid
you take plus the amount
produced by the gland is
about the same as the gland
would have produced if you
had left the thyroid pills
alone.
Your doctor must have
thought you had ion.thyroid
function. If so,stopping your
thyroid pills will only make
matters worse. If you really
do have low thyroid function, you might need more
thyroid rather than none.
But I must add that low thyroid function is seldom a
cause for weight gain. Usually it is caused by too many
calories. Talk to your doctor
and see if he wants you to
take more thyroid or not.

hospital nurseries to prevent
staphylococcal epidemics.
Your daughter's doctor
can give her a prescription.
The hexachlorophene will
penetrate the skin and stay
there. In a few days it will
begin to kill off the resident
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Gnonunity Events

•

Your Individual
Horoscope

Monday.Oct- II
Theak Departznent
at Murray Woman's
Club will meet at 7:30
p.m.at the club house.

Frasces Drake
FOR TUESDAY.OCTOBER 20.1981
Whet kind of day will tomorSCORPIO
row be? To Rod out whist the
(Oct.23to Nov. 21)
stars say, read the forecast
Unexpected news comes
from afar.- Keep financial
gives for your birth SW.
developments _ confidential.
ARIES
You may receive a valuable
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) TA
piece of information.
Intuitive hunches pay off.
SAGM'ARRIS
Close ties have gootnews. Use
(Nov.fltoDec.21) °I kfryour ingenuity in planning
You'll meet interesting peodomestic changes, and stress
ple now. Friends are
logic in the afternoon.
favorably disposed towards
TAURUS
you. Try a different approach
(Apr.20 to May 20) t$4
67
regarding investment
You'll be pleasantly surprisstrategy.
ed by a partner. Creative work
CAPRICORN
goes well. New job
(Dec.22toJan. 19)
assignments signal happiness.
Close friends want you to
Conferences are favored.
meet their crowd. Trust hunGEMINI
ches regarding career mat(May 21 toJune20)
ters. Talks with higher-ups
You'll have a surprise
will go better than expected.
chance to improve income.
AQUARIUS
Rapport with children is ac(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
cented. Mental affinity is the
Ingenuity on the job pays
forerunner to love.
off. Educational and
CANCER
publishing matters are
(June 21 to July 22) 60
favored. Legal decisions go
Your thinking about a work
your way.Friends are helpful.
or home project is inspired.
PISCES
Singles meet love unexpected(Feb..19 to Mar.20) X
ly. Take up a new hobby.
You may meet with
Make important domestic
romance from afar. It's a
decisions.
favorable time to make deciLEO
sions regarding estate mat(July 23to Aug.22) 1/2
ters and joint finances. Expect
Sudden insights are possigood news.
ble. Creative artists will do
YOU BORN TODAY do well
their best work. Travel brings
in partnerships. Your tact and
fascinating romance or condiplomacy bring you success
versations.
in law, politics and teaching.
VIRGO
You're imaginative and are
(Aug.23to Sept. 22) nP
often found in an artistic
Expand your social circle.
career. Poetry and fiction
You're on the right track with
may especially appeal to you.
regard to a financial decision.
You're empathethic and
The warmth of love brightens
would make a good physician
your home.
or counselor. You prefer small
LIBRA
businesses rather than large
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)-11--n
enterprises. Music, dance,
New job developments
psychology, philosophy and
mean increased revenues.
religion are other - fields in
Take a chance on your
which you'll find happiness.
creativity: Accept travel inBirthdate of: Mickey Mantle,
vitations and make important
baseball star; Joyce Brothers.
phone calls.
psychologist.

Bluegrass State CB
Club will 'meet at 7
p.m. at Joe's Family
IleslanranL
Murray_ ladge No.
105 Free and Accepted
Masons will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Recovery, Inc., will
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
the Health Center,
North Seventh and
Olive Streets.

wwf

Reservations and
cancellations for the
Tuesday luncheon of
Christian Women's
Club of Murray.at Colonial House
Smorgasbord should
be made by today with
Gracie Erwin, 4892174, or Rebecca Cunningham,753-6445.

invited to purchase
tickets from -any
member of Chapter M.
There are four large
Educational Projects
of the International
organization. These include:
The Educational
LoansFund which has
been assisting young
women to reach their
goals since 1907.
Cottey College,
Nevada, Mo., which
has been owned and
operated by the
Sisterhood since 1927.
The International
Peace Scholarship

Gish Will Be Guest
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP)— Actress Lillian
Gish will be the guest
of honor at a luncheon
Oct. 23 at Cave Hill,
the Lexington
residence of Gov. and
Mrs. John Y. Brown
Jr.
The luncheon,
hosted by John Y.
Brown Sr., will be
sponsored by the

Kentucky Film
Foundation.
Miss Gish will be in
Lexington for the
grand opening of the
remodeled Kentucky
Theater.

First Baptist Church
Senior Adults will
leave from church at
11 a.m. for fall foliage
tour to Grand Rivers
with lunch at Iron Kettle and shopping mall.
Adult Education
Class will meet from 6
to 9 p.m. at Calloway
County High School.
Calvary Baptist
Church Women will
meet with Gloria
Shull.

League of Women
Voters will sponsor an
Open Forum on two
constitutional
amendments with the
candidates for City
Council, District
Judge and State
Senate participating at
7:30 p.m. in Calloway
Public Library
meeting room. The
public,is invited.

Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
759-1087 or 753-6917.

Calloway County
Horticulture Club will
meet at 7 p.m.in the A.
Carman Building,
west of Wes/ Kentucky
Expo Center.

Fund which brings
young women from
foreign countries' to
complite their
graduate studies in
Canada and the United
States. Grants have
been given ever since
World War II, and now
average more than 100
women each year from
an average of more
than 40 countries.
The latest project of
the Sisterhood is the
Continuing Education
Fund from which
grants are made to
women whose education has been interrupted, and who seek
to return to college to
prepare for careers
otherwise unattainable.
In recent years

The new

Calloway County
Adult Education Class
will Meet from 6 to 9
p.m. at Calloway
County High School.

Luncheon Set By PEO Chapter
By DOROTHY
McKENZIE It has become a
- custom for the local
Chapter of the P.E. 0.
Sisterhood to sponsor
each autumn, a luncheon to which the
public is invited for the
purpose of raising,
funds to support the
educational projects of
the Sisterhood.
This year the event
will be at 12 noon on
Saturday, Oct. 24, in
the northside branch
of the Peoples Bank at
12th and Chestnut
Streets. The public is

Tuesday,Oct.!, Murray Business
Make Today Count.
W.- Murray State
Medical Explorer and Professional
Contest.
University
support
group to help
Women's Club will Post 883 of Murraythe
Alpha
sponsored
by
patient
and his or
have a dinner meeting Calloway County
Omicron Pi sor•onty her family cope with
meet
at
will
Hospital
at 6:30 p.m. at the
for benefit of fund life -threatening ilUniversity Center, 6:30 p.m. in third floor
dnve for Kentucky lness, will be from I 30
educationunit,
Murray State, with
Chapter of Arthritis to 230 pm in third
Mary Jane Littleton as hospital.
Foundation, will be at floor classroom.
speaker and Front
Murray Optimist
8 p.m. at Lovett Murray -Calloway
Porch Swing Quartet Club will meet at 6 .-Andaarium.
C413114 Hospital
as entertaurnent
p.m. at Joe's Family
Restaurant.
litartinis Chapel
Layaway Now
United Methodist
Senior Citizens
For Christmas
Church Women will Centers will be open as
meet at 7 p.m. in follows: Dexter at 9:30
Wesley Room at a . m . ; Hazel an'd
church with each one Douglas from 10 a.m
to bring love offering to 2
Ellis from 10
bank.
a.m. to 3 p.m.

Murray TOPS (take
off pounds- sensibly)
Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Health Center.
Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at the west end of Livestock and
Exposition C,enrer.

las

Murray Assembly
No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls will
meet at 7 p.m. at
Lodge Hall.
Christian Women's
Club of Murray will
have a "Babes In
Toyland" luncheon at
12 noon at Colokeal
House Smorgasbord.

Chapter M has sponsored at Murray State
Music Department
University a Chinese
of
Murray Woman's
student from Taiwan
Club
will hear a proand two recipients ofContinuing Education gram on "Roaring
Twenties" at 7:30 p.m.
grants.
In addition to these at club house. Chorus
four International rehearsal will be at
educational projects, 6:30p.m.
Kentucky Chapters
French horn recital
support a Kentucky
by Eldon Matlick, inCottev College
Scholarship Fund structor, will be at 8
from which grants p.m. in,Farrell Recital
have been given to two Hall, Murray State
University.
students attending
Cottey this past year,
Retirees of Local
one of whom 1068 UAW will meet at
graduated with high 5:30 p.m. at First
honors, Ellen Becker, Christian Church. All
of Lexington.
retirees of any local in
The,support of the the area are invited. A
friends of Chapter M Social Security
members will be ap- representative will be
preciated.
guest speaker.

The First Christian Church
North of the square on F.dth Street
Dr 1)avid C Roos, Minister

Hold Up Your Pants

MURRAY
Those Excess Pounds Are Comin. Off

AT DIET CENTER!

•Cherry

Branch
Beaut Clinic

Just Ask Mike Mahoney
MSU Football Coach

H.E LOST
53 POUNDS
Here's What
Mike Has To Say
About Diet Center
I succeed on the Diet
Center Program for two
reasOn's. I hod- tried to
lose weight before, but
when I got hungry, I
went off the diet
/At Dierlteriter, I was
able to lose weight
without hunger It was
amazing to me! No
hunger and more energy
than I've ever had
before
Coaching a group of
highly active footbafl
players requires a lot of
energy. With 53 lbs of
excess weight I didn't
have the stamina to
work out with the boys
like I should, Now 53
lbs lighter, keeping up
with them is much
easier •

Captain D's

You're Cordially Invited
To Our Free Make Over Clinic
Coll The Cherry Branch on Chestnut for on appoinarnent Hours 1
5 Thursday & Friday - 753-8272
YOU'LL LEARN the skincore plan that's perfect for you by actualty.using the products chosen for your special needs
YOU'll DISCOVER how to apply the newest makeup look by doing
your own makeup under the expert guidance of our liscensed
cositietologist. •
The look you achieve will be the one you'll wont to recreate ogain
and ogoin. .. when you wish to be your most glowing self
Coll now or stop by the cosmetic counter for your appointment
with a glorious new you.
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Of course it is. You'U always find a few people in church who
haven't totally given themselves to God, but that's not a very
good reason to deny youraelf a fellowship.with God Maybe you•
could even help these hypocrites.
It isn't easy being a Christian in any society or denomma• tion. Nothing worthwhile is ever easy It takes faith, patience, understanding,love and forgiveness to be a Christian
The Christian Church (Disciples of Christ)is a good place to
start. We respect your freedom to interpret the Bible in your
own way. You could be a big help to us. You could probably,
help us overcome some of ouihypocritical ways.
Maybe wecan help each other Let's work on it together

County Hospital.
The mother is the
former Laurie Tucker.
Grandparents are
the Rev. and Mrs. Bill
H. Smith, Paris,
Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas Tucker,
Kirksey.

CHIC"14

,v

Church isfull
of hypocrites.

The theater will be
showing the 1919 D.W.
Griffith film "Broken
Blossoms," which
features Miss Gish.

'Abite.sise"

Arriving Daily
BelAir Center
Murray
106 M F. 10 5 Sat

Returning Students
United will meet at
7:45 a.m. in Room 101.
Ordway Hall, Murray
r
State University.

Birth R('ported
SMITH BOY
Mr. and Mrs.
Michael A. Smith,
Ayr wounce the
'
18'
.son, Koie
Landon, weighing nine
pounds three ounces,
born Monday, Oct. 5,
at Murray-Calloway

Der1

Wednesday,Oct. 21
Wadesboro
Homemakers Club will
meet with Mrs. David
Palmer at 1 p.m.

$199

Chestnut St
4

"The

Village"
641N.

CENTERI
753-0020

Murray

P41.1,4+ 1111-
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Agricultural Up4Date Classes Scheduled
Farmer Advisory jod estate tax laws,
Committee met Aug. welding, and record
27 and planned for this keeping are also planyear's classes.
ned.
The classes are
designed to help meet
All farmers and inthe needs of those in terested persons are
agricultural produc- invited to attend the
tion. This year's classes which will be
clams will lona at- conducted by
tention on what is new Stockdale, teacher of
in crop production, agriculture for the
specifically in the area Young and Adult
of corn, soybeans, Farmer Program. Ofsmall grains, and ficers of the Young
tobacco. Special in- Farmer class are
terekt sessions on farm Paschall, president;

Monday,Oct.26 at 9:30
p.m. The Kirlisey
Adult Farmer Clams
will been on Tuesday,
Oct. 27 at 7 p.m. The
classes will meet once
each week for 10
weeks.
The Calloway Coonty Young and Adult

Agricultural up-date
classes for Calloway
County farmers will
,begin Oct. as and 27 at
the Murray-Calloway
County Area Vocational Center.
The Calloway County Young Farmer
classes will start -an

oss4
7
4111.
+CI

Thomas Murdock,
vice president; Jamie
Potts,secretary; Brad
Cook treasurer; and
Danny Kingins,
reporter. Kirksey
class officers are
Tucker, president;
Melvin, vice
president; and_ littrchett, secretarytreasurer.
Those having questions concerning the
class may inquire at
753-1870.

FMHA Ups Interest Rates
The Farmers Home
Administration in the
U.S. Department of
Agriculture started
charging higher interest rates Oct. 1 on
several of its loan programs as a result of
legislation enacted by
Congress.
Kendell L. Seaton,
Kentucky State Director of FmliA, said
higher interest rates
are required for community facility, water
and waste disposal,
emergency farm and
limited resource farm
loans. The changes
were inlcuded in the
budget reconciliation
bill passed by Congress just before the
August recess.
In addition to the
new rates, the use of
prime farmland for
development purposes
will be more costly in
some cases under provisions of the 1981
legislation. Seaton

Lookin' At

A Binbuster?
Look to PCA if you'll be needing new
grainbins, handling equipment or another
auto. We're your local, agriculture credit
specialists. People who know and understand the financial needs of agriculture —
it's our only business.
At the Production Credit Association we
loan money for almost any worthwhile purpose, to operators large and small alike.
Our customers know they can count on PCA
to always have plenty of readily available
funds.. and not just when your looking at a
binbuster of a year.

‘
1"ALN
4./roductlor
redit SSrria,r,r

C

we.,.ogriculteres
lording kroiling hood
Les Talk

Jackson Purchase
PCA
Hwy.641H.

753-5602 .

teet,:. Buchanan
f:•• Feed & Seed
153-5378
;
111 141 Industrial Rd. Murray
—

•

/

7-1 Finisher$ 00
100 Lbs.

5-1 Grower $725

==

100 Lb.
AV
......

Fiberglass
Building Panels

PURINA
CHOWS
sir= a

Tobacco Plant
Bed
$1 10
UCIS

cited as an example an forage, fiber and
extra 2 percent _ in- oilseed crops. It also
terest on loans used to must be available for
finance community those uses.
facility and certain
"Unique" land is
other projects on other than prime land
"prime" or "unique" having special comfarmland.
binations of soil quail"Prime" farmland ty, location, growing
is described as having season and moisture to
the best combination economically proof physical and duce high quality or
chemical yields.
characteristics for proIncreases in interest
ducing food, feed, rates are:
Old Rate
Program
Water and Waste Disposal
5
5
Community Facilities
Emergency Farm Loans
(For disasters after October 1, 1111)
For persons able to obtain credit
15
elsewhere(other than FroliA)
For persons unable to obtain credit elsewhere

A Not

17
ii

Farm Operating
(insured Limited Resource loans for
nonfarm enterprises, recreation, soil
and water I

7
'11.5
(For Brat 3 years, then
reviewed every two
years)

Farm Ownership
(insured Limited Resource Lomat for
modem enterprises, recreation, mil
and water) ,
5
•Flus 2 perceid annually when prime or unique farmland is involved

Seaton said the in- quarterly based on
terest premium for use market conditions.
Interest rates will
of prime or unique
land will not apply if remain at 5 percentfor
the applicant is a facilities required to
public body or Indian meet health and
tribe and can sanitary standards
demonstrate to FmHA and located in areas
that it cannot suitably where median family
income is below the
locate on other land.
The community poverty level
facility sand water and established by the Ofwaste disposal rate of fice of Management
12.25 percent was and Budget, currently
derived from the, $8,450 a year.
Other Farmers
statutory requirement
that it not exceed the Home Administration
current municipal loan rates are not afbond yield. This rate fected ty these
must be calculated changes.

•
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CORN Nyrs—Members the Calloway County High School senior
agriadture clam,taught by Eugene(Ramey,hold signs of variousseed
companies represented In corn test plots of the young and Moltfarmer
clams. The class misted the project by thecldnebeliopulation and
Lodging on each variety.
•

The Calloway County Young and Adult
Fanner corn variety
test plots recently
were harvested on the
Cliff McCallon, Danny
Cunningham and
Glenn Crawford
farms.
These plots were
planted so that area
fanners could observe
some 36 varieties
growing under
Calloway County conditions. Each variety
was harvested
separately, weighed
and moisture checked
to arrive at its bushel
per acre yield.
This information
will be published and
used in the Yotmg and
Adult Farmer classes
taught by Johnnie
Stockdale at the Mur-

ray Area Vocational
Education Center.
Anyone interested in
receiving a copy of the

Calloway County
Ranger Albert Wilson'
states it is time to
begin planning for the
fall tree planting program.
The Kentucky Division of Forestry now is
accepting orders for
tree seedlings for fall
planting. These seedlings will be lifted at
the nurseries and
delivered usually
beginning around the
middle of November,
depending on the

We Now Have Complete
Bulk
Feed Service

D. B. Grubbs, Route
2, Hazel, was named
Kentucky's 753rd Certified Tree Farmer by
the American Tree

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE
AREA"

Farm System,- according to James P.
Rogers, chairman of
the State Tree Farm
COmmittee.

FARM)

D. B. Grubbs

BUYERS OF •
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS

CO Southern States

LAN D BAN K

7S3-3404

Own One or

Outpost Office
At The

Two Pets?

rain
I

Merchandising

RAILROAD AVE. MURRAY. KY.

Murray
PCA Offic Building
Hours:
8:30 a.m.-4:30 p.m. Tuesdays Only!
If you would like to discuss long-term financing talk

It will pay you
to buy your
dog and cat
food from us.
•

•.

BIG RED
gets
I Food

tA4

WetVUe.,,

ATTENTION
CONTRACTORS

Grubbs became a
tree farmer when his
farm was nominated
by Albert Schmidt,
service forester for the
Kentucky Division of
Forestry. Grubbs
became one of 33,000
tree farmers whose
woodlands are managed and protected for
repeated crops of
forest products.
A tree farm also provides watershed protection, better food
and habitat for wildlife
and increased opportunities for outdoor
recreation.
Certification and inspection of tree farms
is only one of the services available from
the Kentucky Division
of Forestry. In addition to fire prevention
and control, service
foresters also are
available for woodland
examinations, timber
marking, tree planting
and timber stand improvement advice and
recommendations,
and insect and disease
problems. Woodland
owners seeking information or advice
concerning any problems in their
woodland should contact the Kentucky
Division of Forestry,
P.O. Box 349,
Mayfield, Kentucky or
Albert Wilson,
Calloway County
ranger,at 435-2152.

farmer's Mr Service
Murray Calloway County Airport
Bill Williamson

Aerial Spraying
Olt 489 2216

Res 753 1146

fetlA

Did you know that a recent survey by a leading farm publication revealed that about 750/o of farm families buy their
dog food at the supermarket? If you ate one of these 75%,
you can save money by purchasing Big Red Dog Food and
1.i'l Red Cat Food here at your Southern States store. Not
only is the price lower, but your pets will get outstanding
nutrition plus the best-tasting ration Money can bult Southern State has been providing high quality feed for more
than half a century to keep animals healthy and in top conwbore yot.
•:
44.4.!sr•iiinesn't it -make

--

weather.
Orders should be
placed at least four to
six weeks ahead of the
desired planting date
to be assured of having
the seedlings at that
time.
Information on
species, number of
trees needed, and planting instructions
can be obtained from
-WAnanat 436-2152 or
the Western District
Office of the Kentucky
Division of Forestry at
247-3913.

Grubbs Named Tree Farmer

)

Plastic3

test plot results can
see Johnnie Stockdale
at the Murray Area
Vocational Center.

Tree Planting
Is Announced

Lb. Cai

I

ifiiftiilyuim Luiv el pi ir-m7Pkrzth-

and -1St Red Ciit Food-here today. Choose from a full line of
appetizing formulas.

If you are contractor interested in doing
rehabilitation work and would like to be placed
on our bid list, contact Frank Mosko at 502-2362553 or write City of Hickman Community
Detelopment, P. 0. Box 230, Hickman, Ky.
42050
Contractors will be required to have the
follpwinn.
1. Work References
2. Credit References
3. Liability'Insurance
4. Workmen's Compensation Insurance

Top Prices Paid For

Corn
Soybeans
Milo
•
For Fast Unloading- Courteous Service

4
eN

Call 753-0182
For Bulk Fertilizer -

.06

Industrial Rd.

1

Corn Variety Test Plots
Harvested. At Local Farms

•

Mills Thick

From 10

New Rate
1215
01215

POWS

753-1423

Mayfield Milling Co.
224-1661

Murray

Mayfield, KY.
46.

BEST

•
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LEDGER & THUS.illeimisy.Otieber 19, Hill

Hershey's
• Chocolate
Syrup
• • •
Behold Furniture
Polish. 14 Oz.

Vicks Formula 44
•34.1;;

-

Sale Continues
Thru Wednesday in

Murray,Ky.
Save 18%
Palencia Briaadcloth

U.S. Hwy.641 North
Belaire Shopping Center
South 12th Street
Open 9 A.M.to 9 P.M.
- Mon.-Sat.
S n. 1 -6

Save 19°o
Dukes of Hazard
Wrist Racers Stunt Cars
•C,noose trom General Lee or
rIre

•',

cwiser
.Reg 466

Polyester & 35% COtton
•65%
.
.44/45" Wide•Macbine wash & dry
•Reg 1 77 Yd

1.44

Yard

Save 15%
"That's Our Baby" Guilts
•50% Kodel Polyester & 50% Cotton
•44/45" Wide•Crib size 36"x45"
•Adorable childrens scenes
•Machine wash & dry•Reg 5 88 Yd

Super Value
Strawberry Shortcake Prints
.Polyester & cotton blends
•44/45" Wide
'
Toy cut outs & decorator prints
•Machine wash 8. dry

Save 2.31
Wicker Scale
•300 lb capacity reads in
ibs & kilos
•White, walnut or natural
'No 120•Reg 10 94

Save 1 6%
Exercise Wheel
•Trims & tones the
,
,
waistline & strengther
the back
•
•No 10-0810•Reg

Save 31%
Super Glue
•3 C3rd,
•1 Drr4
5.06L
•Versatot!
'
No Sue-'
•R•eg 96a

Save 1.09
Over Sink Cutting Board

66°

•Adjusts to tit across sInk
•4 White rubber feet
•No 1640•Reg 467

WAL- MART
WO
.41.-MART'S ADVERTISED MERCHANDISE POLICY—It is our intention to
, have every advertised item in stock however, it due to any unforeseen
reason, an advertised ;tern is not available forpurchase, Wal-Mart will issue a
Rain'Check on request for the merchandise to be purchased at the sale
price whenever available or will sell you a similar item at a compar.able reduction in price We reserve the night to limit quantities

Save 2.00
4 Piece Picture Set
'
,includes 11x,4 8' X1 1 &2 6x8
Pictures
•Assorted subjects•Styrene frarTie
with glass•Nd 122-123•Reg 997

Save 18% .
Wal-Mart Pad & Cover Set
.Terion.Fits all standard Wards
'No 1527•Reg 1 77

Shop and compare!WaliMart
really does sell for less every day.
601600 Ma.t Sells 1, •••ks • Was M6,, Si,., In

VAILABLE

i',',• No

M.

S6,011 lor Less • VV..' M 4,, c.61,,•-•

, •6,6,0

Sports

;1: s. Monday.I ktober t,AM

Miharay Ledger & Times

MTSU 14, MSU 9

No. 1 Racers Run Out Of Time
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
MURFREESBORO,
Tenn. — A wise old
football coach once
said, "Nobody goes
through life
undefeated and untied
— a little heartache
must come to us all."
He was applying his
wisdom to the sport of
football and according
to his philosophy the
Murray State Racers
became human Saturday night.
On that fateful even-

mg of October 17, 1981,
the MSU winning steak
was halted at six by a
determined Blue
Raider squad, 14-9, at
Murfreesboro.
In so many ways the
game should have
belonged to the 6-0,
Racers who were
ranked No. 1 in Division 1-AA and cruising
3-0 in Ohio Valley conference play.
The Racers outrushed Middle Tennessee, 299, yards to (6), and accumulated

324 total yards to just
31 for coach James
"Boots" Donnelly's
boys in blue.
But, as MSU assiStent coach Mike Clark
said, "tonight we got a
dose of our own
medicine it seemed.
Four good plays all
night long and they
end up beating us."
So the Cinderella
spell was broken,
the carriage turned
to rotten-bottomed
pumpkin and the
dreams of an
undefeated season lay
behind like a misplaced slipper.
"I wish I could say it
would db us some good
to lose right now, but
we were striving for an
undefeated season," a
disappointed Gino
Gibbs said after his
pasewith less than 30
seconds to play was
picked off by Arthur
Washington on the
MTSU 13 yard line.
"We kept stopping
ourselves. We'd have a
good drive and then
we'd fumble or throw
aft interception or
,
something. I just wish.
we'd had 'one more
play. I wish I could call
that last play back and
do something different," Gibbs said.
The Senior Racer
quarterback was
finally experiencing
the same helpless feeling he and his fellow
Racers had left most
of their opponents
year. Wins like the 1411 shocker over
Florida A&M, 13-9
over Youngstown, 1510 over Tennessee
Tech and 10-7 over
Morehead State, all
left stunned looks in
their wake.
One more play Gibbs wanted. Just one
more play might have
made the difference.
But, then again, it
might not have.
MSU had the entire
second half to find that
one extra ounce of
gusto that would have
meant the difference,
yet they could only
come up with a 27-yard
field goal by Jeff Lancaster, who was one of
four on the night,and a
23-yard touchdown by
a scrambling Gibbs,
but the Racers
couldn't convert on the
two-point try afterwards.
MSU held the ball
over twice as long as
the Raiders the second
half (20:58 to 9:02), but
MTSU proved it was
quality time, not quantity time they needed

to secure a victory.
In the first half the
Raiders capitalized on
two blocked kicks - one
set up the first MTSU
score, an eight-yard
pass from Van Smith
to David Little, and the
second kept the
Racers deep in their
own territory.
They also took advantage of a Jeff Terrence fumble on his
own 23 that was pounced on by an alert Dennis Mix which set 'up
the Raiders only other
score of the evening,
another pass from
Smith to Little that
covered 13 yards.
The victory improved MTSU's record to 52 overall, 3-1 in the
district, and improved
their chances of
finishing near the top
of the OVC since
Western Kentucky
(formerly ranked
third) was upset Saturday by Tennessee

•
Tech, 14-3.
Murray State,
formerly ranked second in' the OVC
behind Eastern Kentucky, falls to third
behind MTSU.
The upset was the
first of rookie head
coach Frank Reamer,
yet the Racer mentor
wasn't ready to throw
in the towel by a long
shot.
"Ninety percent of
the game I thought we
played well. It was
that other 10 percent
- that killed us. We
didn't do some things
well that we should
have. We didn't execute like we should
have and good teams
don't do the kinds of
things we did tonight
and expect to win."
The Racers had been
promised Monday -off
from practice, but
after the incident in
Murfreesboro, the
MSU coaching staff

changed its mind.
"We'll be working on
a lot of things this
week. . . a lot of things
need straightening
out. We'll also be doing
a character check on
our players. You learn
a lot about- players
when you're No. 1 and
things are going wellthat's one thing, but
when you lose, you find
out a lot about who
really wants to
sacrifice to win
again," Beamer said.
Game Stab,
0 7 7 • 0 14
MTSU
0 0 3 6 9
MSU
First Downs — MSU,MTSU
-- 22-5.
Rushing — MSU 337, MTSU
(-6). Individuals - MSU,
Johnson. 17-89; Tarrence, 23.85• Gibbs 15-29, 1 Tr); Moss,
14-67; Lester, 7-29. MTSU,
Bryant, 16-34; D. Martin,)-(2), D. Brown, 14-5),Smith 12(-33.
Passing — MSU, Gibbs, 123-1, 25 yds. MTSU, Smith,6-40,37 yds.
Receiving— MSU,Biggers,
2-17 yds., Trice, 14 yds.:
MTSU,Little, 2-21 yds.,2 TD.
Fumbles (number-lost I —
MSU.4-1, MTSU.1-1.

AGONY -- Racer linebacker Donald White
winces in pain during a brief visit to the
sidelines in Saturday's 14-9 loss to Middle
Tennessee.
—Staff photo by Jim Rector
Penalties (number-yards)
— MSU,8-78; MTSU 8-60.
Total Net Yards — MSU,
324; MTSU 31.
Scoring Plays
(second -quarter) 10:03
MTSU — David Little 8-yard
from Van Smith, Potter

p e are
different.
Ufe Insurance
programs are
different.

ASK ME

about Ufe
Insurance
for your way
of living

Lite insurance needs
depend on age family
size income and
tinancial goals That s
why your life insurance
program should be
raoored to your needs
Le? me help yo.' select
life insurance for
your way of hying

753-9627

Jane Rogers
2015. 6th St.
Murray, Ky.
State Farm Lite
Insurance Company
Home Ottice
Bloomington. Illinois
AAAAA
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Murray's.New Fresh
Seafood Mart
Featuring...
*Fresh Shrimp *Fresh Oysters
*Fresh Scallops *Red Snapper
*Live Lobster Also Featuring

• Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
Prices Are Competitively Marked-At Current MarketPrices
All Seafood & Catfish Sold In
Any Quantity(pound, Y2 pound,etc)
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Turn left on Johnny RObertson Rood,
coming from Murroy-6th house on the
759-1506
right!

Mr. and Mrs. Bob Taylor, Owners

mrsu

Hogancamp,
COstigan
Triumph In
Tournament

this

TAKE NO PRISONERS — Frank Beamer
(right) and two Racer assistant coaches- Mike O'Cain (far left) and Ralph Friedgen
(middle) watch in dispair as Murray State
stumbles in the final seconds of Saturday's
game against Middle Tennessee.
—Staff photo by Jim Rector

(third quarter)6:02 MSU —
Jeff Lancaster 27-yard FG.
(third quarter) 3:07
— David Little 13-yard pass
from Van Smith.Potter kick.
(fourth quarter) 14:50 MSU
— Gino Gibbs 23-yard run.
Run fails.
Attendance — 6,000.

JUMP BALL — After the Blue Raiders blocked a David Tuck punt,everyone wanted to get into the
action. Tuck managed to recover and make a touchdown-saving tackle on his own 11 yard line.
—Staff photo by Jim Rector

'Painful' Track Joins Grand Prix
LAS VEGAS, Nev.*-One driving
(AP)-- The top Grand championship, with
Prix drivers in the Nelson Piquet emergworld agree that the ing with the crown.
The 29-year old
newest stop on the
route to the world driv- Brazilian fought exing championship was treme pain on his way
literally a pain in the to a fifth-place finish
that clinched his first
neck.
Drivers complained world championship.
Piquet crossed the
of the physical toll
line in his 49th
finish
14tight,
taken by the
turn Caesars Palace Grand Prix two poiGrand Prix course. tions ahead of Carlos
Ironically, the '75-lap Reutemann to snuff
race on the new course out the Argentenian's
Saturday determined hope for his own first
the year's Formula world championship.

"It is difficult to
believe that I won the
championship," said
only realizPiquet.
ed it when I saw the
flag come down.".
Reutemann and
Frenchman Jacques
Laffite were the only
other drivers with a
mathematical shot at
the championship.
Laffite finished sixth,
a scant two seconds
behind Piquet, while
Reutemann was
eighth.
The demanding

:ey YOUR OWN
4
PERSONAL
Ir0
44'
NEWSWIRE!
TRS-80 VIDEOTEX
Turns a TV or Personal
Computer Into an
Information System
• AP News Wire
• Major Newspapers
•"Electronic Mail"
• Dow Jones Stock
Market Information

LenPuSEP YE
O'L!4TED PRESS NEWs
I US NEWS
14..RLO NEWS

3 wAiNINCT,IN NEWS
4 Pi:LI T KAL NEWS
7 PECD:.NAL NEWS
S EINkNE AL NEWS
7 SP,
4:TS
"S7 MENU P41.1 . KFY ott.
eq
FOR PPI k• 1..11 141-1411•

TRS-80 VIDEOTEX brings a world of news. information, entertainment—from giant nationwide computer netwoNs, right into
your home or office. Come in 1or an "on-line" demonstration.!
Priced as low as $29.95 with your computer. or as low as $399
with Radio Shack's VIDEOTEX Terminal. Free —one hour'Dow
Jones and CompuServe' network usage..
'44 •
* CompuServe is a trademark of CompuServe. Inc
Dow Joes Is & trademark of Dow Jones 8 Co. Inc

Rath.lhaek
A DIV1$1011 OF TANDY CORPORATION

• •

,SEE IT AT YOUR NEAREST
• RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
OR PARTICIPATING DEALER-

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

track, built in three
weeks on 75 acres of
parking lot and field
along the Las Vegas
Strip, bothered Piquet
in pre-race practice.
Defending world
champion Alan Jones,
an easy winner Saturday, also said the
course left him
battered.
Jones led from the
start, averaging 97.9
mph for a 20-second
margin over runnerup
Alain Prost of France,
who averaged 97.6
mph in his
Renault-ELF.
The victory moved
Jones up to third place
in the final championship standings with 46
points to 50 for Piquet
and 49 for Reutemann.

The first annual
Celebrity-Varsity
Doubles Tennis
Tourney was held
Saturday and Sunday
at the Murray State
courts with Ben
Hogancamp and Mike
Costigan emerging
victorious..
Hogancamp, a 1968
MSU graduate, and
Costigan, last year's
MSU team captain„,
defeated the team of'
Eddie Hunt, 1965 MSU
graduate, and Jackie
Johnson, varsity team
member from Marshall County, in the
finals,8-4.
Participants for the
annual event were
area tennis enthusiasts and
members of MSU's
reigning 1981 Ohio
Valley Conference
men's championship
tennis team.
Ten doubles teams
participated in the inaugural event this
weekend. MSU coach
Bennie Purcell
assured the crowd attending the awards
presentation afterwards the competition
would become an annual event at MSU.
Following Sunday's
final match awards
were presented to the
winning team,
Costigan received a
special sponsor's
award, and Purcell
presented the
members of last year's
OVC champs with a
team award.

All Pro White
To Visit Racer
Football Camp
Randy White,an AllPro defensive tackle
with the Dallas
Cowboys, will be a
special guest at the
Murray State Racer
Football Camp June
27-July 2 at Roy
Stewart Stadium.
Considered one of
the NFL's premier
defensive players,
White has been named
Alt-Pro three consecutive years with the
Cowboys and selected
for the.Pro Bowl four
times.
A consensus AllAmerica at defensive
end at the University
of Maryland in 1974,
White won the Outland
Trophy and Vince

Lombardi Award as
college football's top
lineman that year.
The Racer Football
Camp is open to boys
eight-years-old
through 18 (prior to the
start of their senior
year of high school)
with fundamental
teaching and training
divided by age groups.
The football camp is
sponsored by the MSU
Slimmer Youth Program and-is-riird? thedirection of Racer
head coach Frank
Beamer and his staff.
For more information on the football
camp contact the
Racer football office at
:82-762-6181.
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Winfield:'Yankees Can StopAnybody'
NEW YORK ( AP I Dave Winfield, the
New York Yankees'
1121 million-man, had
reservations about
picking an opponent
for his club's 33rd
World Series
appearance.
You never want to
wake up. the opposition," he said.
Later, he added,

"Let's just say that
whoever we play, it'll
be a good matchup,
but I'd rather be on
this team.
"You've always got
to be careful how you
word this; you don't
want to give the other
team anything to hang
on the locker room
wall," the Yankees left
fielder said.

San Diego and signed
to a longterm contract
worth an estimated
$21.3 million, was just
one of Yankees who
was .asked Sunday
whether he's rather
play Les Angeles or
Montreal in the World
Series.

Dodgers, Expos
Delay Game
Until Today

Milbourne are better
left-handed hitters
than they are
right-handed.
MONTREAL t AP)
During the playoffs.
Lemon moved the - An idle construction
right-handed hitting scatioldi ng stands
Willie Randolph from beyond the center field
the leadoff spot to -fence at tftymptc
ninth spot_ Randolph Stadiury, a grim
broke out -of a slump reminder OfThe roof
The Yankees exWinfield, acquired
with a homer in the that was never built on
as a free agent from pected to know which
deciding game of the the ball park
That roof was part of
American - League
Championship Series the proposed stadium
•'First, the said it
against Oakland, and package when Mon- ,waiPPe4 y111A5he could be moved treal was granted
at 5:15. then 6,6.30 and
back into the leadoff' National League fran- then 7 15," said -spot against left- chise in 1969 Its Feeney- • I'm not
future, 13. )ears later.
handers, Lemon said.
blaming anyone. but
is still being debated
the
rain kept coming.
Since this World and remains clouded
,A; 7.15. II was. still
Series will be played at best. .
N1111111f, Arel
were
without the designated
Because the stadiwn
hitter, that also left is exposed. the told another front was
developing Even if the., .
Lemon with another deciding game of the
decision - what to do National League rain stopped. our inhiiinve in our lineup
formation was it. was
with platooned DH's
(.terry Mumphrey and Lou Piniella, a right- Championship. Soria supposed to
-cold
Larry Milbourne), handed hitter, and between the Montreal and wirxiy the rest of
we're.' not that bad off Oscar Gamble, a lefty. Expos and - Los the slight.,Our
against left-handers. Piniella is considered 4ngeles. .Dodges was . fie
fbut we•are a one of the best profes- rained out Sunday and • eni.our aging
better-hitting club sional hitters in rescheduled for today:
ithin
against right- baseball, and Gamble
"I wasn't the league IIIII1UteS
the handers," Yankees hit 10 homers during president when the postponement w
Manager Bob Lemon the season:
-00ince4,441e-rwiwAtaw----stadium-was-said.
said NL President ped and the weather
Against left-handed
Lemon also an- Chub Feeney, "but I turned pleasant
pitching, the Yankees nounced that his star- understand a roof was
Ttw raiiismit gave opactually would have ting pitcher fog Game to.be completed
by the posing pitchers._ Feronly two left-handed One of the Series '7 6 Olympics.
hitters in the lineup, would be left-hander Sometimes, you can't nando Valeis7oela of
Graig Nettles and Reg- Ron Guidry, followed get things done as the Dodgers and Hay
-Burris of pie Expos an
• gie Jackson, Lemon by Tommy John, Dave
COME ALONG NOW- Blue Raider Jeff Spencer (67) coaies a blocked Racer punt towards the said, while Righetti and Rick quickly • as you would extra day of rest to
prepare for the
sidelines while Murray State's Neal Cummins (30) and MTSU's Charlie Gregory (77) pursue the • acknowledging, that Reuschel, "no matter like."
Feeney waited- ShOW(10-16111;r1IIit' .
playboth Mumphrev and who we play."
-Staff photo by Jim Rector
almostAkt -hours
rOCTilY.5
will.
before calling.off SunMAT
into the- • World
day's contest, which
had.been scheduled to Series Tii6sday night start at 4:05 p.m. EDT. in tic* York The
Yankees returned
Throughout the delay, home Friday after
league officials were
t +lig- -t h e
in touch with the Oakland A's in the
By HERSCHEL fourth time this season Iowa nipped fifth- on a 69-yard gallop and
23 carries and scored can't explain it," said
weather bureau, American League.
NISSENSON
the top team has been ranked Michigan 9-7; helping to set up four on a 6-yard run.
Coach Fred Akers.
listening to forecasts.
PlaYoff.
AP Sports Writer
knocked off.
seventh -ranked other TDs with his'funIt makes,little dif"We kept pumping
It looks like the East
Since Texas jumped Southern California ning and receiving. ference whether Penn air in them like they
ctober
Is not going to be least over Penn State a beat Stanford 25-17 Meanwhile, quarter- Statelor Pitt is No.1
0-21-22
were a balloon," said
in the college football week ago after trounc- although Marcus back Todd Blackledge, right now since they Kenneth Sims, Texas'
world this week.
ing Oklahoma, it is Allen's record string of 10-for-11 in the passing
meet on Nov.28 in Pitt- All-American defen"For someone who possible Pitt might do 200-yard rushing department for 121 sburgh.
sive tackle. "I was
has been a long-time the same after games was snapped at yards, scored on a 5-It would nice to be planning.on being No.1
advocate of Eastern decisively whipping five; Iowa State drub- yard keeper and threw
No.1 and everything," on Jan.2, but I guess
football for many another ranked team.
bed No.8 Missouri 34- 7 yards to Mike Mc- said Marino, "but we've lost that now. I
Ladies
reasons,I'm pleased,"
-We were No.3 and 13 and ninth-ranked Closkey and 12 to Vyto we're not going to can always remember
Raincoats,
Penn State Coach Joe everybody'was looking Georgia shelled Kabfor touchdowns.
worry about that. With we were there for a
Paterno said after at us and saying we Vanderbilt 53-21.
Topcoats,
"As I've said Many Texas losing and Penn week."
digesting' the hadn't beaten
In the Second Ten, times, Curt Warner State No.2, I guess
Cat-coats
"We've always movweekend's customary anybody," said Coach No.16 Mississippi State has a chance to be as Penn State
deserves to ed the ball well against
rash of upsets which Jackie Sherrill. -Now, defeated No.13 Miami, good a football player be No.1 because that's
Texas," said Arkansas
somehow missed his all of a sudden,Florida Fla., 14-10, Michigan as we've had at Penn the way the
poll goes." Coach Lou Holtz, "but
second-ranked Nittany State comes in here State surprised No.14 State," Paterno said.
7 plc.
"Penn State will be I was sdrprised we
Lions and third-ranked after beating Ohio Wisconsin 33-14, No.15 "I'm reluctant to say No.1, we'll be
No.2 and scored so much even
Coupon
Pitt,
State and Notre Dame Alabama turned back he is now until we get Eastern football will with the field position
flportoosta, Blazers,
HOUR
"I'm pleased back-to-back and we Tennessee 38-19, No.17 - some more op- get
the respect it we had. They have
Windbreaker*, C.P 's
regardless of which beat Florida State. Brigham Young over- portunities against deserves,"
DRY
said
team is No.1. It's great This was a tremendous came San Diego State some really good foot- linebacicer Sal such a great defense."
North Carolina eras169
that two Eastern win and I'm not sure 27-7, No.18 Washington ball teams. Sunseri, who returned ed a 10-0 halftime
Central Shopping Center
teams will be ranked 1 we don't deserve to be State and UCLA battl"I'm pleased that an interception '22 deficit against N.C.
OW 7 00 am
and 2. I think that No.1. I don't know if ed to a 17-17 deadlock, things have gone so yards for
lob 00 p m
a touchdown. State on two
speaks well for the anyone is better."
No.19 Nebraska ham-. well for this team. I
Quarterback Tom touchdown runs by
kind of football we are
Besides Penn State mered Kansas State have no concern which Jones scored twice on Ala% Burrus and one
playing in the East, - and Pitt, the only other 49-3 and No.20 Arizona team will be ranked short runs
Laundered and pressed
and passed by "Tyrone Anthony,
and that includes our unbeaten teams from State crushed Califor- No.1 at this stage. I'm 19 yards
to perfection
to Gary who rushed for 183
opponent this week, last week's Top Ten nia 45-17.
prices good all wirok
folded or ori hampers
just pleased that two Anderson for another yards.
West Virginia."
are No.4 North
Although Penn Eastern teams are as Arkansas hog-tied
Penn State, a 41-16 Carolina, which rallied State's ground game playing so well."
Texas. The
winner,over Syracuse,' to defeat North and Pitt's air show
Meanwhile, Pitt Razorbacks recovered
and Pitt, which maul- Carolina State 21-10; made news, both quarterback Dan three of
Texas' six
ed No.11 Florida State sixth-ranked Clemson, teams displayed Well- Marino, wearing
fumbles and in42-14, figure to be the which trimmed Duke rounded attacks.
special pads to protect tercepted four of the
top two teams in this 38-10, and No.10
Curt Warner set a a bruised shoulder, school record 51
week's Associated Southern Methodist, a Penn State single- passed for 251 yards passes the
Longhorns
Press poll thanks to 38-22 winner over game record . by and three touchdowns, threw.
Arkansas' 42-1r rout of Houston.,
rushing for 256 yards while Bryan Thomas
-We were ready and
No.1-rated Texas, the
Elsewhere, No.12 on 26 carries, scoring rushed for 217 yards on
we were eager. I just
team they would be
playing Sunday night,
but the Dodgers-Expos
game at Montreal was
rained out and
rescheduled for
Monday.
-With the hitting we
have, and the pitching
we have," Winfield
said,"we can stop just
about anybody from
scoring and score on
anybody at any given
time."
The theory was that
the Yankees would
rather face Montreal,
with its predominantly
right-handed pitching,
than Los Angeles,
which has two fine lefthanders in Fernando
Valenzuela and Jerry
Reuss.
"With two switch

a

. Pitt, Penn Overlooked By Upsets

East Isn't Least In College Roundup

"That's the way
you want

2/529

isH525
one
cLeaneRs
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Sports At A Glance
College
Football Scores

Wyoming 63, Texas-El Paso
12

EAST
MIDWEST
Army 34, Princeton 0
Bowling Green 17, N. IlColgate 30, Lafayettee
linois 10
Connecticut 44, Holy Cross
Cincinnati 27, Richmond 18
24
Indiana 17, Minnesota 16
Convent,Brown 9
Iowa 9, Michigan 7
Dartmouth 24, Harvard 10
Iowa St. 34, Mi.ssouri.13..
-Na0y25.8oston College 10
Kent St. 17, Ball St. 7
Penn St. 41,Syracuse 16
Miami, Olio 20. W.
Pittsburgh 42, Florida St. 14
Michigan 191 •
Slippery Rock 39. Edinboro
Michigan St. 33, Wisconsin
St. 12
14
Temple 24, Rutgers 12
Nebraska 49,KansasSt.3
W. Virginia 27, Virginia
New Mexico St. 20, Illinois
.Tech 6
St. 10
Yale 48, Columbia 17
Ohio U. 29, E. Michigan 7
—SOUTH
Ohio St.34, Illinois 27
Alabama 38, Tennessee 19
Purdue 35, Northwestern 0
Appalachian St. 14, VMI 14,
Toledo 17,Cent. Michigan 3
tie
Tulsa 20,Indiana St. 19
Auburn
W.Texas St. 23, Wichita St. 17
31. Georgia Tech 7
Citadel 23. Davidson 3
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas 42, Texas 11
Baylor 19, Texas A&M 17
Louisiana Tech 16. LaMar 7
(Mahone 45, Kansas 7
Rice 30,Texas Tech 23
Southern Meth. 38, Houston
22
Tn.-Chattanooga 3, Arkansas St. 2
Texas Christian 13, Utah St.
13,tie FAR WEST
Arizona 18, Oregon 14
Arizona St. 45,California17
Brigtuun Young 27; San
DiegoSt.7
Colorado 11, Oklahoma St.
10
Haiaii E,New Mexico 13
Pacific U, 17, Long Beach
St. 10
San Jose St: 45, Fullerton
St. 23
Southern Cal 25, Stanford 17
S. Winona 24, Fresno St. 18
Tularie 31, Air Force 13
UCLA 17. Washington St.
,hue
Utah 2A, Calorado St. 13
Washington 56, Oregon St.
17

Clemson 38, Dile 10
E. Carolina 35, SW Louisiana 31
E. Tennessee St. 34, . W.
Carolina 23
Florida 19, Mississippi 3
Furman 30, James Madison
14
Georgia 53, Vanderbilt 21
Louisiana St. 24, Kentucky
10
Maryland 45, Wake Forest
33
McNeese St. 41, NE Louisiana 25
Mississippi St. 14, Miami,
Fla. 10
N. Carolina 21, N. Carolina
St. 10
S. Carolina 21, Virginia
'S. Mississippi 10,
St.0
Tennessee St. 42, Louisville
30
William di Mary 38. Marshall 7

College Football Standings
Ohio Valley

Southeastern
owerer All Games
WLTP1a
Alabama
Georgia
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on purchase of any new
Case lawn/garden tractor 1 1'
With Case split rate financing an
Annual Percentage Rate A PR
of 10% will be acoiled for the first
eleven months of the contract
On thasemainder of the contract
the A PR will be 15% Purchase
must be financed through J I Case
Credit Corporation Financing
available from 6 to 36 months
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All 1981 VW Diesel

Rabbits, Trucks And Sedans hi stock
Thu Ott. 31
Highest MPG In America — 4th Year In A Row
Carroll VW (------\\
fi• bb.t

99

k

Regular Pr ice
Sale Prio

S1439.00
$11911.90

SAVEs33600

air
\VI
A)
4.

%gator Pm%
Sale Pnce

SLOSS II
, 97,409.00

SAVE $685"

McKeel Equipment Co. ESE
503 Walnut — 753 3062
Prices Do Not Include Attachments
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047 REPLACE -SHOP
Going-Out-of-Business
Sale!
*Murray Location Only: Olympic Plaza*
All Items In Stock Reduced For
Immediate Sale

50%

Off Most Items
(some items less than cost)

"Nine-tenths of wisdom
consists in being wise in
Theodore Roosetime'
velt.

Declarer knew how to
make today's sneaky game
alter the play was over.
Unfortunately, his wisdom
came too late to do his score
some good
Dummy's heart ace won
the first trick and declarer
led a diamond to his king to
lead a club to dummy's
queen. East won the ace,
cashed his trump ace to defang dummy's ruffing power and then led a heart to
West to score two heart
tricks for one trick set.
"I was unlucky to find the
club ace offside," alibied
South. "Had West had the
club ace, he would have had
to rise or lose it."
"Wrong on two counts,"
explained North. "First, you
were not unlucky, you blew
0the hand. Second, if West

'400"

Reduced Up To
T.V.A. Approved

NORTH
10-11
•6
•A3
•AJ987
.KQ742
EAST
4,6,72
108
V974
•632
•AJ96

tackle trumps to discard a
heart loser on dummy
diamonds

•-;olith holds: 10-19-81-B
•8 4 3
VKQJ108
•54
*1083
NorthSouth

1,
ANSWER: Pass Take the
100 honors and hope for a
plus score. Game should be
well beyond reach
--Send bridge questions to The Aces
Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

P0

had ordered Bevins
moved. Officials refused to say where or
The slayings were when the hearing
uppermost in the would be.
Four of the dead
minds of many,
despite a patriotic men were Floyd Counfestival that was held ty residents and the
in nearby Martin fifth was from West
Virginia. Three other
Saturday.
"This is a small people were wounded,
community and one seriously.
everybody's close,"
"This is -going to
said Ilene Thompson, hurt the community a
parade chairman of lot. They were good
the Red, White and boys," said Randall
Blue celebration in Blackburn of Calf
Creek, as he placed a
Martin.
Allen and Martin are carry-out order at the
in the eastern Ken- Kountry Kitchen.
"It just sends
tucky coalfields, about
120 miles south of shivers through me for
Lexington.
something like this to
She said the man happen in a small town
charged in the like this," he said.
shootings "just lived
There were few peotwo miles up the ple on -Allen's main
street Saturday
road."
Retired coal miner afternoon.
William "Okie"
Blackburn said he
Bevins, 70, from near- and several coworkers
nouseholo bon,snongs
tt you own a home artcl a car
by Printer, was ar- often do business at
You can also choose from opuons
you re probably &cable tor PCP —
rested shortly after the Mountain Truck Parts,
disaboaty mom* Insurance to
Personal Cornprehenshe Protectbe
turt your needs
—from The Conttnental tnsurance
shootings and charged where the shootings
Cornpanws That means you can
In short PCP gores
gel proiectIon for your some auto
with five counts of occurred.
dollar
protection for your Insurance
personal property. Itabiley and
SG much more thati Weave PCP ts
murder.
"My boss said it was
more or a sthgle conventent polity
oh• of the best trrsurance valueS
- Floyd District udge a miracle that none of
avertable today Stop by or grve
PCP gtves you more —*nth
Ngher
a call I let you know how PCP Can
property and
Harold Stumbo said he us were in there," he
work lot you
hal:Arty and replacement cost coverage on
nome and.fn roost
had ordered Bevins said.
moved to an undisclosOne man who narHolton, Melugin &
ed location where he rowly escaped possible
4.Haventock Ins. Agency Inc.
i
would face a death was counting his
753-3415 1:4VteWlI'tlQ 206 Main, Murray preliminary hearing.
blessings Saturday as
Stumbo could not be he hobbled around his
llto Cantituntal Insuninoe Companmes
reached Sunday to Allen home on
comment on why he crutches.
Tommy Joe Reitz,
26, said he sprained his
ankle when he fled the
shooting scene and
jumped down a creek
bank behind the shop.
Reitz and Michael
Halbert, 28, who was
killed, were co-owners
of the business.
"You think about it a
lot," said Reitz, who
said he ran outside the
shop as soon as he saw
the gunman enter.
Dr. George Nichols,
medical examiner who
performed autopsies
on the bodies, said
each of the five victims was shot from
two to eight times with
a .30-caliber rifle.

ALLEN,Ky.(AP)—

Defiance-Mpster's Choice
Inserts and Stoves

had won the club ace,
cashed a heart and exited
with a trump, you would
have still gone down one
East would get the trump
ace and the defense would
score another heart for one
down."
To make the game. South
must refuse to win the first
heart. If West continues a
heart to dummy's ace,
declarer can now manage a
kart ruff before drawing
trumps. And if the defense
leaves the heart ace in
dummy, declarer can safely

The shooting deaths of
five of their friends
and neighbors in an incident at a truck parts
store Friday has left
this mountain community in shock.
"The pitiful part of it
was that they were

Just innocent
bystanders," said
Jeanene Martin, who
works at Edith's Kountry Kitchen.
Nearly everyone in
the community was
touched by the deaths,
which followed an
argument between one

of the dead men and
the alleged killer,
authorities said.

4111/1es you'

you

irrotts rOr yOUr
yOur

ilt
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
TVA
Approved

Senate To Okay
Sale Of Planes

Miscellaneous Light Fixtures
2-Stone Planters
1-Ben Franklin Stove
26-Glass doors,(Hearth Craft &
Reduced SO%
Portland Williamette
($49.00
..
Value)
Bellows
$12.50 Each
Wood
Hand Carved
$15.00
AllSkes Fireplace Grates
50% Off
All Fireplace Tool Sets
50% Off
All Wall Decor
Fireplace Andirons
• • • • $5.00 Pair
.. Best Offer
Some Free Standing Fire Screens
Pipe
Black
&
30% Off
Systems
Mischellenous Flu
*All Warranty Items Still Backed By Paducahlireplace Shop.

•

IREPLAREStrilOPPE

HEYt WESTERN KENTUCKY I
WE'VE GOT THE CAR FOR YOu I
IT'S THE NEW 1982 CHEVROLET
CAVALIER IT'S THE MOST
COMPLETE NEW CAR WE'VE
EVER INTRODUCED'
GET YOURSELF ON THE WINNING
TEAM AND SEE YOUR WESTERN
KENTUCKY CHEVROLET
DEALER TODAY'
THE NEW CAVALIER
IT'S SOMETHING
TO CHEER ABOUT
WE ALSO HAVE A GOOD
SELECTION OF 1981
MODELS IN STOCK'

EPA Estimated MPG
Use these figures for
comparison
Your actual mieage
may differ depending
on speed. distance
weather
Actual highway
mieoge bwer

NTAGI
ANNUS& P4
(MAC F ttSATC1SIC.

AVALABLE
ON /982 CAVALIERS
AND CITATIONS
FOR A LIMITED TIME

AC=
DWAIN TAYLOR
HWY 641 SOUTH, MURRAY, KY 753-2617

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The Senate
will approve the sale of
AWACS radar planes
to Saudi Arabia, one of
President Reagan's
top advisers has told a
Kentucky audience.
Lyn Nofziger,
Reagan's special
assistant for political
affairs, told about 200
Republicans at a Lexington gathering Friday that there may be
a vote lost "here and
there." But he said
"We're not goingige
lose AWACS."
Nofziger also said he
thinks Reagan will
prevail in Washington
on most major foreign
policy and economics
issues
The House has
,already rejected the
$8.5 million deal that
includes five Airborne
Warning and Control
System Aircraft, but
the sale can still be
made unless the
Senate also votes it
down before Oct. 31.

UI ft I fit. %11 ftH 11. Ilk%

NEW YORK(AP) —
Carnegie Hall was
three-quarters full for
the debut of teen-age
violinist Kerry McDermott; a student-who

1/1.1•4

11‘11...•%. ‘tasistla%.1h.toolbrr I. 081

was the center of a
hoax started by a
Florida millionaire
who said he wanted to
spotlIgtt the plight of
young musk jails.

ELIZABETHTOWN, dred people at.a funKy.(AP) — Sen. John draiser for the Hardin
Berry, D-New Castle, County Democratic
says a media cam- Party may have been
paign designed to pro- the toughest he has
mote passage of the made against Brown's
succession efforts to pass the
amendment in Ken- amendment.
The measure would
tucky is "bad
give the governor and
politics."
Berry, leader of the other state officials a
Committee for Ken- chance to seek another
tucky,a group opposed term in office and
to the amendment, would let sheriffs sucsaid Saturday that ceed themselves
Kentucky taxpayers indefinitely.
Larry Forgy, a
will end up financing
"the first step of Gov. member of the
John Y. Brown's ... Republican National
campaign for asecond Council who also
belongs to Citizens for
term."
Berry's speech Kentucky,said Sunday
before several hun- he agreed with Berry.

The turnout Sunda)
was termed "very
good" by Willa
Rouder, a
spokeswomen for the
music hall. Several
other young musicians
also performed at the
concert.
Last week Stewart
Fason of Palm Beach,
Fla., admitted he lied
when he asked the
public to help him
locate a violinist he'd
heard while strolling
on the street. He said
at the time that he
wanted to showcase

her at Carnegie Hall.
He later said it was
true that he first heard
Miss McDermott, 19, a
student at Manhattan
School of Music, play
an the street. But Instead of rushing off
without finding out
who she was, Fason
admitted he had
auditioned her at her
school.
Fason, 48, established a Chopin society in
1980 and has staged
seven concerts for
young musicians in
Florida.

Item-tomb ditemmes fads
after a WELCOME WIMMII eat
As your Neste's, it's my job to bole yea make Om
most of your New aeigliberbeelL Our alseppiag areas.
Com? deity spowtoolites. Spoeigl attraction. Lots
- 04 ;acts to save Tee time sod matey.
Plus a basket of gifts for yew family.
I'll be listeeing for yew gall.

agon

eicome

Mary Hamilton 7S3-5870

Inge King 492-8348

ache Itiaek

- We have examined the balance sheet of the 11:isetric Plod Board of the City of Murray,
Kentuck3ias of June 38, 1181. and the related statements of income and retained earnings
and changes in financial positios for the fecal year then ended. Our'seean was
made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as we -considered necessary in the circumstances.
•
In ow opinion, tbe aforementioned financial statements present fairly the finnanctel
position of the Electric Plant Board of the City of Murray, Kentucky at June 30, 1981. and
the results of its operations for thelima year that ended,in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principals applied on a basis cossiment with that of the preceding
year.
SHACKLEFOFtD,GOODE & THURMAN
Kenneth Goode
Balance Sheet
Certified Public Accountant
ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS
FIXED ASSETS
Electric Plant
Less Reserve for Depreciation
Total Fixed Assets at
Depreciated Cost
Electric Plant Acquistion
Adjustment-Less Amortisation
Total Fixed Assets
CURRENT ACCRUED ASSETS
Temporary Cash Investments
Certificates of Deposit
Cash For General Use
Operation and Maintenance Fund
Working Fund
Accounts Receivable
Customers
Others
Materials and Supplies
Prepaid Insurance
Interest Receivable
Total Current and Accrued Assets
OTHER ASSETS
Receivables from Customers For
Conservation
Other Deferred Items
Total Other Assets
TOTAL ASSETS AND OTHER DEBITS

Electric Plant Beard Of The
City Of Mersey,Kentucky
4,447, 196.23
1,278,264.45
3,168,932.28
9,015.30
3,177,947.58

1,000,000.00

71,776.93
535,416.12
16,466.31

551,882.43
139,278.58
237.30
30,346.98
1,793,522.23

383,952.07
47,186.33

LIABILITIES AND ACCUMULATED EARNINGS

Drive Home This Bargain Today!
"Instant" Mobile CB System By Realistic'

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Accounts Payable -General
Accrued Taxes
Property Taxes
Customers Deposits
Deposits

Interest '
Other Current Liabilities

542,913.71
30,61838
75,152.53

15,689.21

.90,841.74
29,732.94

MasterCard

694,107.17

Total Current Liabilities
sc.s

,
LrE L Co

v01- UME

V. POVVICP

InirT1

#21-940
#21-540

#211504
• Realistic TRC-410 2-Way Radio
• Base-Loaded Magnet-Mount Antenna & Cable
• Portable Quick-On/Off CB Floor Mount
• 12VDC Cigarette Lighter Plug & Cord

Complete System

Attach mount to transmission -hump", fasten CB to
mount, put antenna on roof or trunk lid and connect
cable to CB, plug into lighter socket, and you're
Reg. Separate on-the air!
Items 113.94

taffiritirialW.U.StOing,

CB Walkie-Talkie
TRC-209 by Realistic

LCD Calculator Fits in
The Palm of Your Hand
EC-202 by Radio Shack

20%
Off

Barte,,eV extra

Two-Station
Intercom System
By Archer

By Micronta'

Save
4
3
19/

OPERATING REVENUES
Sales of Electrical Energy:
Residential
Small Lighting and Potver
Large Lighting and Power
Street and Athletic Lighting
Outdoor Lighting
Other Electric Revenues
Consumers Forfeited Discounts
Miscellaneous Service Revenue
Rent from Electric Property
Other Electric Revenue

2,747,250.50
901,523.89
3,259,283.42
78,191.47
24,202.46

7,010,451.74

29,847.27
4,384.02
16,384.84
1,324.94

51,941.07
7,062,392.81

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUES
INI111111111111111111111111111111111111

Slanted case design for desktop
use. Percent,
plus/minus, all four
math functions,
clear key. #65-602

Pocket Tester

Battery extra

S1Z*;
Personal
Protection Alarm
SPECIAL
PURCHASE

5,816,152.62
PURCHASED POWER
OPERATING EXPENSE
160,522.26
Distribution Expense
118,022.34
Accounts
Expense
Customer
13,519.43
Customer aServices & Informational Exp.
6,741.60
Sales Expense
196,725.23
General
and
Administrative
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSE
MAINTENANCE EXPENSE
214,983.59
Distribution Maintenance
5,033.39
Administrative and Gen. Maint.
TOTAL MAINTENANCE EXPENSE
OTHER EXPENSE
145,340.93
Depreciation
4,006.80
Amortization of Acquisition Adjustment
Property Taxes
61,045.17
26,589.15
Social Security Taxes
TOTAL OTHER EXPENSE
TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE DEDUCTIONS

CUt'
Pair
•• 1
Reg.14.95
Remote 'calls" master,
even when system is 'off
With 66' cable #43-221

4
3
27/

A 111,18/04 Of- TANDY CORPORA t ION

VAILABLE

Eight ranges measure AC
and DC voltage, DC.mil;lamps, resistance. #22-027

Clairol's 1980
Price Was
918,69

piercing
alarm when:
activated. ,
#49-465

PRICIFS MAY VARY AT IND,VIDUAL STrIRES AND C./EALE

NET OPERATING INCOME
OTHER.INCOME-DECUT
OTHER INCOME-DEDUCTIONS
Interest on Tempbtary Investments
Donations
TOTAL OTHER INCOME DEDUCTIONS
NET INCOME BEFORE DEBT EXPENSE
DEBT EXPENSE
Interest on Customers Deposits
NET INCOME

495,531.86

=0,016.98

6,768,683.51
293,709.30

.8813
Reg. 10.95

5,402,608.20

Ii

Reg. 9.95

Our best! Ready to use on
all channels —no crystals
required. Hi/lo power
switch, LED channel display. With carry case.
#21-1660*

475,363.05
423,313,798

STATEMENT OF REVENUE AND EXPENSE
ELECTRIC PLANT BOARD OF THE CITY
OF MURRAY,KENTUCKY
FOR THE YEAR ENDED JUNE 30,1981

irl11111111111111111111111

797

40 Channels!
5 Watts:2 -

OTHER LIABILITIES
473,000.00
Advances from TVA
2,363.05
Advances From Others
Total Other Liabilities
ACCUMULATED EARNINGS
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND ACUMULATED EARNINGS

86,665.19
1,075.00
85,590.19
179,299.49
4,580.27
374,719.221,
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Public Notice
North Douglas
Area
Aker ediame 20, MI,the Commelty Developmeat Agency 0Money Al net escape Fieldingdeo application Item residoons el the Monk
Dowels* Prefect ales.
The Commaelly Development Mock Greet Ms
U. ponoloieg voloodpillsoneo yews will be elm.
oat es the oboe dom.
hinhow iolleonsation is requitet caN the Con
oweeity Developomoit office et 799-1124.
Bobby IL Nom

a

M & G Complete Glass
Co. has added a new line
of work That features
showcases and .display
cases, pie cases, store
displays and glass sheveling. We also install auto
glass, fix 510r1T1 windows
and doors, repair and
replace store fronts, install patio door glass,
plate glass and windo
glass. Cut mirrors and
glass table tops. Do picture framing. 753 0180.

89.3 FM
radio with a
Special Sound.
WNIEJ

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
'ACROSS
• 1 Suitable
4 A Kettle
6 Beg
11 Shut
securely
13 Took it easy
15 Football

66 A continent:
Abbr.
67 Before

Answer to Saturday's Puzzle

COO GUMMI MUM

MUDOU UUM
DOWN
=CUM 001210U0
1 Peer Gynt's
CCU OMOUU
mother
COOM WM =MU
2 Punctuation
pOS.
mark
MU 000U MUD
16 A wearing
3 Goodbye,for ME EMOCUM DO
away
short
MEM =BO DUE
18 Compass pt. 4 Simple
MEMO UM CU=
19 Give - to
5 Worship
MUM UMW
me
6 Jails
=MOO UMMUCIU
21 Discord
7 Zodiac sign
CCU MUM MU
goddess
8 Slave
CUE
MUM UM
22 Emerald Isle 9 Near
24 Harbor
10 Contradicts
26 Love god
12 French
35 Speech fault
Abbr.
28 Roman
article
37 Spy of a sort 48 Pigpens
bronze
14 Thick
38 Festive
51 Maple genus
29 Decorate
17 Titles of
occasions
53 A Fitzgerald
31 Projecting
respect
39 Rubber on
57 United
tooth
20 Jog .
pencil
58 Babylonian
- 33 See 18
23 Sun god
41 Hatt
deity
Across '
24 See 4 Across 43 Meditate
60 Poem
34 Cravats
25 Journey
44 Latin
62 Scale note
36 Bridge term 27 Seasoning
conjunction 64 Tellurium
38 Earth
30 Approach
46 Before 12:
symbol
goddess .
32 Clothing
40 Strokes
1
4 5
2 3
6 7 89 10
42 Figure of
speech
12
11
13
14
45 MaCaw
15
17
47 word from
,.
wuuu
Snoopy
21
19 iii
22 ill
49 Blemish
50 Tibetan
24
ii
priest
32
52 Speck
111
54 Printer's
37
measure
lil
41
55 - I was
42UR
11iii
il
al"
saying
45
47
49
WI
56 Collect
59 Act
51
51
52
61 Moon
goddess
63 Raised in
62
63
64
spirit
65
65 More unusual
la
il

Iiii•

ii
Ni 11
ki Wil
kJ IA

ii

iii

IA
im
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AN ORDINANCE EXEMPTING THE
KROGER COMPANY FROM CITY REAL
PROPERTY TAXES ON THAT PARCEL OF
PROPERTY KNOWN AS THE NEW TAPPAN WAREHOUSE FOR A PERIOD OF
FIVE YEARS COMMENCING JANUARY 1,
1962 PURSUANT TO K.R.S. 92.3 ON CONDITION THAT SAID COMPANY PURCHASE,
LOCATE, AND. MAINTAIN THEIR
MANUFACTURING ESTABLISHMENT AT
SAID SITE
WHEREAS K.R.S. 92.30 provides that a City
may be ordinance exempt manufacturing
establishmentsfrom city taxation for a period
not exceeding five years as an inducement to
their location in the city, and
WHEREAS the Kroger Company is considering locating their manufacturing
establishment on the property known as the
new Tappan Warehouse,and
WHEREAS the City of Murray wishes to give
an inducement for such establishment to
locate on a portion of the site recently vacated
by the Tappan Company.
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF
MURRAY:
SECTION 1. That the Kroger Company is
hereby exempt from paying City of Murray
y taxes on the parcel of property
weili as the new Tappan Warehouse for a
period of five years commencing January 1,
1982 and continuing through December 31,
1986, on the condition that said compaw
become the owner of, locate, and maintaM
their manufacturing establishment at said
site during said period.
ADOPTED ON THE FIRST READING ON
THE 27 DAY OF AUGUST,1981.
ADOPTED ON THE SECOND READING
ON THE 10 DAY OF SEPT. 1981.
COMMON COUNCIL,CITY OF MURRAY
BY MAYOR
Attest:
Jo Crass, City Clerk

COPt

WM

61 iiit's

PISTOLS
GALORE

2. NO ICE

7.65 Walthers; 25
Cal. Automatic, 38
Cal. Smith
Wesson', 9 MM
Browrring
Automatic, 45_ Cal.
Navy Colt.
C.

Collectors
weapons, pistols,
rifles & shotguns.
Come in and see
our assortment.

Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Shop

No lining

pub_l!Coty

prultl'

CON us
•

•

Carter Studio
300 Main

753-8298

If you would like to look
and feel like a new you attest* The Lady Love Consultation at Gene & Jo's
Flowers. Each Tues. &
Thurs. at 7 p.m. Free door
prizes.

• 6. HELP WANTED
NEED THREE PEOPLE
to shampoo carpets opportunity for $300.00 per
week. Apply in person 8
a.m.-10 a.m. only at 701
Jefferson St. Paducah.
$350.00 weekly stuffins
envelopes. All ages. No
experience necessary.
For information send selfaddressed stamped
envelope to: Richard D.,
P.O. Box 6184, Wakefield,
Mass.0111110
INTERESTED IN FREE
CHRISTMAS GIFTS???
Hostess; a needle craft
receive
demonstration
beautiful free gifts free
lessons in latch hook, em.
broidery, counted crossstitch and needle point.
Contact Lou Stroder at
502 436 2842. Don't Miss
out! Call Now! Today!

Wonted for TV Commercials. Coll (210)
757-6072 or ripply 25 pm only. Cable
World Productions,
211 W.56 St., Soft. 5
D, NT.

1,21 3 Odom sails from
5165.00 Per as. Hans
Sapped sail Newly con
Awed cote but sod air,
carpeted, biking appliances.
Office kers Nos.-Fri. 9:0012:00 Nom.
NorIbrod Dr.
Mum,Et.
501459-49U
Essal Noss* Oportanity

Olympic Plaza
Open: 9 a.m. to 9
Th3-7113

-STOP HIDING BONES UNDER IT

YOU,

ANIMALS
NEEDED
Dogs, Cots, Birds,
Monkeys ETC for TV
Commercials - Call
(212) 757-6072. Or
apply 2-5 PM only
Coble World Productions 211'W 56 5t,
Sake 50, NT.
Need housekeeper and
baby sitter for expectant
mother. Wages will be
room and board. Call 4362150.
Information on Alaskan
and OVERSEAS employment. Excellent income.
Call (312)741-9780 Ext.
6062.

POOCHIE

Secretary typing and
light dictation full time.
Action Personnel 7536532.

AT LEAST YOU KNOW
YOU'RE SAFE FROM
TI4IN65 THAT CRAWL
ALONG THE GROUND

- Established business for
sale. Ekcellent location
For further information
call 753 8738.
14

15 ARTICLES FOR SALE
Do your Christmas Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made
minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.
30 sq. ft. red-black shag
carpet $25.00, black chair
$20.00, Spanish lamp
$10.00, black-silver fire
screen $20.00. Other
spanish accessories call
753-4415 after 4 p.m.•

$350.013 weekly stuffing
envelopes. For information send self addressed
stamped envelope to Kenny S 98 Nc,rth St.
Stoneht, Mass.02130.

8 STORAGE BUILDING

CHIMNEYS, ALL fuel
triple wall pipe, 6" x 30",
$20.99; 8"x30", $29.99,
installation kit, a",srkgg;
8", $42.99. Wallin
-Hardware,Paris, Tenn. .

KERO-SUN heaters'
Moonlighter, $154.99;
Radiant 8, $162.991
Radiant 10, $209.9.9;
Radiant 36, $212.99;
Omini 85, $218.99;
Director, $254.99. Wallin
Hardware, Faris, Tenn.
Custom made leather
jackets, trousers, hats.
Minor shoe repair. Murray Leather Shop, Dixieland Center. 759-9633.

WOOD HEATERS,
deluxe cabinet, brick
lined fire box, cast iron'.
grates and doors, lift off
cook surface top, $239.99.
16 HOME FURNISHING c Two speed blower, 559.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
Hardy ctirysantnemums
cushion type, many col26 TV RADIO
ors. $3.95 to $1.95. Hoffman's Nursery 94 East.
Dining room table with
six chairs and buffet. Call
489;2159.

REPOSSESSED
25" COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
take up payments

WE BUY

CLAYTONS

Gold, Silver, Diamond rings, class
rings, etc.

753-7575

Gold &
Silver
Pawn
Shop
Olympic Plaza
*en:9 a.m. to 9 p.m
7517113
BIBLE CALL
"Monotony" 7 5 9 - 4 4 4 4.

22 MUSICAL
Nead lead guitarist to loin
country rock band. 7591799.

TRY
BEFORE
YOU
BUY
So your child
wants to takii
piano lessons but
you hate to buy a
piano before your.
sunfthey will stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST!. Rent applies to purchase

CLAYTONS
753-7373
23 EXTERMINATING

Reliable baby sitter for
infant and three year old.
753-8418.

I HOPE 50

24JAISCELLANEOUS

WANT TO BUY

Children's Bible
Story - 7594445.

MUR-CAL
APARTMENTS

604'
C) 1961 Untied Feakre 99n0ocain Inc

I THINK
YOU'RE SMART
TO SLEEP
UP THERE

•Net d_

NEW
TALENT

a a

AND
(NANCY-STOP
SWEEPINGDIRT
UNDER
THE
RUG

10 BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITY

2,1401ICE

27. MOBILE
HOMES SALES
1971 Richardson trailer
12x60. Gas, central air
and heat, furnished
$6700.00. Call 753-4312
after 5 p.m. Can 753-8854.
12x65 1.973 mobile home "
three bedroom, two full
baths, central air, porch,
furnished extra nice. Call
759-1987.
12x6ctrailer for sale. 1975
m,odel, excel,lent
condition. Two bedroom
and bath /
1
2. Fully
carpeted. Call Brandon
Di111)ill's Tr. Ct. 753:9-4
or nights 753-1551.
12x64 three bedroom 1 1/2
bath newly carpeted, partially furnished. $4500.00
Call after 5 p.m. 753-4469.

28. MOBILE
HOME RENTALS
Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill ,at Dill Tr.
Pk. No phone calls please.
Mobile home for rent and
lots. Riviera Courts office
hours 8-5 753-3280.
Furnished two bed rooln
mobile home with central
heat. $175.00 a month.
Brandi's Tr. Pk. formerly
Moody's. Call 753-8411.
Mobile home 12 x 50 furnished near university.
Central heat, no pets,
deposit required. Phone
753-3895 after 5:00.
For rent: nice two
bedroom trailer, near
Murray. No pets! 4892611.

MURDER
Kelley's Termit
IL Pest Control

Three bedroom 14x70 fully furnished. Prefer couple with one child. No
pets. Call 753-4864.
Two bedroom trailer 16
acres. 753-8889 after 4
p.m.

In"?Si 1914

/0-

PIG' NE PO
SOM ETH I NG

WRONG

NOT YET, BUT
WHY WAIT TILL
THE LAST
MINUTE?

All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouses,
garages. All size
buildings panels. Custom
Built 753-098.1.

9. SITUATION AciVia.12
Mature ladies with tailor
shop or detail clothing
alterations ability both
men and women clothing.
For appointment call 7591127 from 9-3. Senior
citizens welcome.
Shipment and receiving
clerk 9 a.m.-1 p.m. five
s per week. Tvpieg
I and booking ..4?
qUired. Action Personnel
753-6532.

EVERYONE WILL WANTONE

Will do babysitting in my
home day or night. 7591560.
I will babysit or stay with
elderly people. 435-4233.

CHEF,. CHE 9E

CAKE.(SLOBBEREk/R0,) GREAT.'
NEXT TIME,YORE
%AI-UPPED CREAM f
(50'471M-RT.P40PD__

Ot'l,YE4.TELL THE BOV5-,
(64/LP) A MR. VVALKER
IS C.OM I NG t 5EE •
ME, r5L0451E/ER).
WHEN HE

24 MISCELLANEOUS
Firewood f.-easpned oak
and hickory cut to order.
Bulk rates available. 753
7585 or 753-7300.

BUSINESS RENTALS
All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouses,
garages. All size
buildings panels. Custom
Built 753-0984.

STOVE BOARDS, heavy
lined, 28" x 34", $8.99. 32"
x 42", $15.99. 36" x 54",
$22.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.
Firewood
Order now and burn'
seasoned wood this winter
436-275P
Four ET mags and four
steel belted radial tires,
29 sheets of trailer underpinning. Call 753-3677
after 6 p.m.
Wood burning stove
Atlanta Knight, blower,
new used two months
$295.00. Call 753-5629.

All size storage buildings,
carports, greenhouses, wood for sale $25.00 per
garages. All size rick delivered and stack
buildings panels. Custom ecj 489.2813,
Built 753-0984.
Wood burning stove with
1
2 years
Shopping -working fan and jacket. 2/
mothers. Daycare Satur- 41d. 345-2135.
days
weekday after:
noons and evenings. Pre- Glass and antique brass
school children - toddlers. fireplace screen used one
season. Sears best. Call
753-6988.
436-2289.
'
Would like job house
cleaning. Honest, depen- harvest . gold electric
„gable, have references. dryer $125.00, ladder rack
for a short bed pickup
759-1255.
- $/5.00. 759-1322.
•
Will °remove dead or unwanted trees and shrubs. Custom rTrade rifle case,
Call for free -estimates Who, leather ctothing.
before 2:30. 753-5484.
Murray Leather Shop,
Dixiel; id Center. 759- ,
Reliable babysitter will 9633.
baby sit for infants to two
years, day or night. Have .Gas stove excellent condireferences. Phone 753
tion $125.00 firm. 753-2266
8600.
or 759-9626.

Mhsi
Warelsoese
Sheep Spate
For Rest
753-417S8
Commercial property for

-rent apprev;-- loitom

sq. ft. on S. 12th St.
Formerly Southside
Restaurant. 753-6612.

32. APTS. FOR RENT
Furnished efficiency
apartment one bloat from
MSU $100.00 per month.
Ca11759-4538.
For rent Iwo bedroom
apartment $175.00 a
month. 1301B Peggy Ann.
Call 753-8411.
Two bedroom apartment
on South 8th. Adults.
Lease and deposit required. Call 753-9208 after
4 p.m,
One, bedroom apartment
low utilities reasonably
priced. 753-3949.
Extra nice two bedroom
duplex near university.
Couples only. Available
Nov. 1st. $225.00 a month.
Call 759-1087 after 5 pjn.
Two bedroom duplex
three miles from town On
private road. Water furnished. Extra nice $175.00
call 753-8848 before 9 p.m.

BEST

COPY

U.IX:ER
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32. APTS. FOR RENT

TINIEs.

36. PETS SUPPLIE

43

Two bedroom apartment •
Dog Obedience Workshop
close to hospital. Deposit
Oct. 17th & 111th with or
required No pets. 753
without dog. Covers how
7809.
dogs learn and the most
Two bedroom apartment
rnoderh training Sechni.
for rent, range, ovent
Clues. How to get the most
refrigerator, dishwasher,. out ot_your !Wager:Wars."
disposal, washer and
Nationally knovai train
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
ing director. Eight miles
- No pets. One year lease
South of Murray at Glenand $225 deposit required.
dhenittere Kennels.
$225 per month. Phone
2858.
753-2622 or 753-3865.
Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment
$175.00 per month. Call
Spann Realty Associates
753-7724.
Nice two bedroom
townhouse apartment.
Carpeted, central heat
and air, range,
refrigerator, disposer,
dishwasher, washer
dryer hook-up. 753-7559 or
753-7550.
Large one bedroom
apartment near hospital
furnished or unfurnished.
Adults only, no pets.
Lease and deposit required. Call 7519208 after
4 p.m.
Efficient apartment for
boys. 1603 College Farm
Road. 492-8225.

33. ROOMS FOR RENT
Boys rooms for rent one
block from university.
Call 7531812 or 753-6933.

34 HOUSES FOR RENT
Five room frame house
located on Hwy. 121 west
of Murray. Call 753-5602
between 8 and 4.
Well -insulated, re
decorated house, five
rooms, bath, utility room.
Large kitchen, stove,
built-in cabinets. City
water. Available immediately. Near Murray.
S150.00. References.
Deposit. Couple. No pets.
753-7551.
New 3-4 bedroom brick
two baths, den with
-Franklin fireplace-,on
lakefront lot. Lease,
references, deposit.
Strout Realty 753-0186.

40 PRODUCE
Turnips $6.00 bushel, tur
nip greens 30 cents lb.,
ripe or green tomatoes 25
cents lb. Call 1-901 642
4439.

Three bedroom house, living room with fireplace,
family room, carpet,
drapes and appliances.
Walk to M.S.U. Call 7533006.
121 between Coldwater
and Mayfield. Two or
three 5edrooms,
trefrigera , stove and
dishwasher furnished.
Call 489-2775.

, 21.
LORETTA'JOBS. REALTORS

'200 Syc.mo,e

Murray. kc,enluCky

4207'

1502) 753c92

Two houses near
university. $100.00
deposit, $108.00 per month
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6
P.m.
Two bedroom cottage,4iving room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. St 4365353.

-Prefeesieriel Services
With The FriewIlv Teach
I.

Now taking -deposits for
AKC Registered Labordor Retreiver pups, solid
black. Call 753-8918 during business hours.
AKC small poodles one
male three female. Call
492-8974.
AKC registered Doberman puppies. Have been
wormed and had shots. A
reasonable price. 7594651.
Six month old Black
sGre.at %snit, full
pedigree, cropped ear.;fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536527.
AKC German Shepard.
puppies, 28 champions
and five generations also
registered American
Eskimo Spitz puppies.
502-554 2153.

94E. Near
Kentucky Lake
Beautiful wooded 1 -acre lot,
spacious 2-level, 3bedroom; 2-bath,
B.V. home,
outstanding construction details,
fireplace, with
heat-o-lator, cent.
electric heat
pump, kitchen appli a nc es,
draperies included.
Large decks on
both levels. Efficiency log cabin
for separate income. Only ¼ mile
from lake. You
must see this
quality home to
appreciate. In 80's.
Owner would consider lease options,or would
finance to
qualifigd buyer.
Acreage
Close In!!
55 of the prettiest
acres you'll may
evix setonearly all
under cultivation.
L o c a-LIRA on
Wadesboro Rd.
bordering the
water shed. Has
old farm house
plus shady
building sites. Call
us immediately!!!

Lake property
We would like to show you
homes you can afford
Completely remodeled
retreat winterized only
$15,900.00.
Brand new well built
modern home with lots of
extras S27,500.00. _
Mobile home at
Shamrock" Resort
$11,900.00.
Larger home with dock
permit $27,800.00.
1150 sq. ft. home with 8
lots $18,800.00.
We have what you've
been looking for and can
afford ift-today's market.
Call us today Spann Realty Assoc. 753 7724.

Newly decorated three
bedroom house 1207
Kirkwood. 753-5945.

38. PETS SUPPLIES

"Profess:ea& Services
Wire. n.Gimes

Per
Issawrewceit
Reel Estate
Sewtlislrie Carel Sq.
Merrily, Kewtwcky
753-4451

Two or three bedroom
house. 907 N. 16th Murray. 492-8225

_
Ti
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43 REAL ESTATE

Four bedroom house 61,2
miles East of Murray just
off Hwy. 280 on 614. Rent
$300.00 per month. Call
753-6612 or 753-5200.

Seven month old gaited,
saddle colt natural recker
$400.00. Call 753-0224 after
5 p.m.

753-911911

Public Sale Fri. and Sat..
Oct. 23-24, 13-5, 702 Main
St. Sale will benefit adult
activities program. Many
new items for sale in
cluding blankets,
househotd items,
clothing, shoes, handbags, watches, candles,
childrens records, wall
hangings. Used items include all sizes of clothing,
like new recliner, bicycle,
miscellaneous items.

Two bedroom house three
miles east of Murray.
Dishwasher, stove, trash
'compactor. Call 753-8830
after 5 p.m. 753-1463.

One-two horse trailer.
Priced to sell. Call
daytime 753-5671, nights
753-3430.

First offering by
US... Th.r.e
bedroom,2bath,2
miles out Also a
three bedroom
garage apartment.
Throt--bedroom
brick in the cit)k.
also 10x50 2
bedroom furnished
mobile home in city

114AI 1%!

SUPER ASSUMPTIONS! Yes. you can!
There ore' alternative
methods of buying and
selling property,
however, and in'
,many
cases they ore more
beneficial 10 the buyer
and the seller than
traditional methods.
These alternative
methods will become
increasingly popular in
the next decode. As
average home prices
and prime mortgage interesst rates increase,
the demand for alternative methods of buying and selling increase
correspondingly. Currently, more than 50%
of all real estate transactions involve one or
more alternative financing methods.
. methods that are
beneficial to both the
buyer and seller of property. . . methods
available to you.

Set Your Clock
Take a few
minutes to see this
remodeled 2
bedroom home in
good neighborhood
of south Murray.
Great for a young
couple! Modern
kitchen with appliances plus
remodeled bath,
new floor coverings and
carpeting, fenced
rear yard! Only
$22,500 act today call for appointment.
Center Ridge
Subdivision
New listing - 2
B.R., 2-bath, B.V.
and frame home,
electric heat,
r a n .g e ,
te{Xi gera tor ,
fireplace with
stove 1,nsert, all'
draperies included, wall-to-wall
carpeting, close to
lakes See this soon
- at only $32,000.

ilLABLE
1

43 REAL ESTA

FR 1E111

•

41 PUBLIC SALE

Three bedroom house
eight miles east of Murray. Call 436-2582.

37 LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES

REAL ES ATE

0753-1222

LAKE HOME
Dreamed of a
home on the lake,
but thought you
couldn't afford it?
Well, now you can.
This like new, 4
BR.,2 bath,2story
home can easily be
yours because. it
has two complete
separate
housekeeping apts.
whereas you can
live in one and rent
the othewr. This
home is located only a few steps from
the water edge .of
Ky. Lake on a tree
shaded lot in
beautiful
Panorama Shores.
Offered in the 40's
thru Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main
St.
OVERLOOKING
WOODED
HILLSIDE
Economic family
living in this
wooden contemporary home and
1L2 acres located
in a lovely setting
at the edge of Murray. Many unique
uhusual features
including 40x12
Redwood deck,
40x12 concrete
patio, fireplaces in
living room and
family room, pella
therm9pane windows, and much
much more. Price
just reduced,$704.
Phone 753-1222,
OKopperud Realty, for all the
details. We are
members of Multiple Listin C.TG Ser-

In. BOYD-MAJOR-SI
REAL ESTATE
753-10110
'
V

PrOiSS7ION4 Se' cp
Mar Tne F mend,. Toucr

811 South Broach
Nice B.V. home, 3
bedrooms,living
room with
Franklin Stove for
economy. Central
Ele. heat and air.
One car garage,
porch and patio.
Only $43,500.
Owner Left Town
Make Offer
This lovely 3
bedroom, 2 bath
B.V. is ideally
located at 1501
London Drive,
Canterbury. So
many quality
features, kitchen
appliances., all
draperies included. Newly painted,
insidek nd out last
year. Double
garage, automatic
opener,. beautiful
landscaped lot.
Mid-60's.

STATELY
OLDER
RESIDENCE
2 Story brick
residence on large
wooded main
street lot. Upstairs,
consists of 2 large
modern apartments and 1st floor
is main residence.
New central gas
heating system,
new 25 year roof,
and home has been
restored to an excellent state of
repair. Very attr a c tive
assumable loan is
available. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
PRICE
44 LOTS FOR SALE
REDUCED 810,000
4000 square feet in40 acres' mile Hwy. 1346
sulated metal . frontage next to Irvin
building on 1',
2
. Cobb Resort $48,000. full
price $13000 down balance
acres, located on
of $40,000, at 12 percent inbusy highway 4
terest over 10 years.
miles from MurWrite Bill Ottesen At. 2.
ray. Priced below
Carbondale, III. 62901 for
additional information or
replacernent cost
phone (618) 549 3002 after
$50's. Railroad ac5 p.m.
cess in back of proeperty. Additional
45 FARMS FOR SALE
adjoining 2 acres
are available.
40 acre farm, halt mile from
town on 94 East. six tenths of
Price reduced.
a mile blacktopped. 23 acres
$10,0410 to upper
tendable, 17 timber. For more
$50's. Phone.. 753information call Purclorri &
1222. Kopperud
iturntan Real Estate, 753
451; Susy Wells, 753-1585 or
Realty.

I

Ieneva Gjles, 753 6557

31PlIC 3IE 31r.

45 FARMS FOR SALE

46

HEATING BILLS.
Contact: Calloway County Agent: Steve
Combs 753-4718 after 4:00 p.m or may be
seen at BUCK Stoves on Cadiz Hwy 68. (Next
to Red Ace) Cadiz Kentucky
Coll Cc.diz 1-522 6891

_
977 C emery

ton NO 11143

House for sale or rent
753 0412
Home for sale by owner,
-1505 Oak Dr., excellent
condition, immediate
possession. Three
bedroom brick over 1400
sq. ft. living area Fully
carpeted. Phone Paducah
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111
or after 5:00 p.m. 554
7580. Ask for Ken Adams.
Must sell house in Canter
bury Priced to sell call
753 0738
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
built-in appliances. Must
sell. $30,000 Call 489-2670

11 SERV ICES OFFERE DER
4
VICES OF,F_E RED
Roy's Carpenter
ge•sd cord'

1975 Monte Carlo lull
power for Sale Or trade
Call.474 1041or 474 2344
4

SO uSED-To ucks
19/3 Iniernationign farm
truck 14 ft hat geT:price
S285010 Call 79 Wei

working. furniture repair
formica, replace wood in
MStan. It HS WOW work.
inglcatt 753-4,1'k

P LC Lawn ServKe Mow
Irv, amen tree and heogt
rimml
f_r_e_e
Estimates All Mr
S.

WELL
DR1LUNG
We specialize wi
Awes, nut Plastic
Wells. Install watgr

1978 Foro F150 power
steering and brakes, air
conditioning, 42,000 ac
tual miles *300000 firm
759 4636 Only interested
persons call
1979 Chevrolet Silverado
C 30 dually 19,000 miles,
equipped with all options,
excellent condition Price
$6500 00 Also Case back
hoe 580 C used 70 hours
Ca11901 642 7911

shop

Custom cabinetj virOOO

1976 1970 Chevy one ton
truck 'Ong, wheel base,
dual Wheel. .4 speed with
or without bed Call 433
4794

HOMES FOR SAL

hoses and water
supply systems.
ROYSTER
& MCA LPIN
WELL DRILLING
901-364-3476

z

int. mmOvet
Let T &
0 tam:Ise*paw; & Lawn
Atavntertgletie_takt Cant Or
9111 troublesome lase,
QuiZy
-4844itien9ly _
free estimates 759 1913
Alexestiee Septic Tank
Cesanions vauum 4 ls.811
Indvstrrar rryiderlti
"commieri, ido 71 hour
vice Cali 751 1443j

%WI

k&8 Shorgp Removal
Do you need stumps
removed from your y,ud
or i and
ira re,, of
Stumps' We a, (07i4 Stumps up to ?A
the ground 10- ,4*
sawdust and (hips
tOr tree e'strrnrifr Hot%
?(emp 115 1313 at tV .
k emp Jr 43.5 4319
Fent e sales at Sears nois
Call Sears 753 :No t iu
free estimate, tor
vot

Concrete aria ()looks and
riesisftt
brick Basements, drive
ways sidewalks, and
-Prof7ssional
storot_ cellars 20 years
paperhanging. painting
exph.tepeef. and Irk.
- :Farm build-164S, top s,ifes
SC GMC Van conversion
estimates 753 5476
m me rrr'i or
Fully customized with
residential Call reinon
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
Parris 759 1987
couch (converts into
Automobile mechanic
bed), rally wheels,
will do work on autornatic . AAA CUSTOM
MADE
custom paint and cap
and all gasoline engined
CABINE TS, txxii,-,ices
tains chairs. 13,000 miles
trucks, All work done
music_ crnters.
Reply to 753-5014.
guaranteed Call 437 4546
47 MOTOROrCLE3
Reasonably 43ô ,'564i
MOBILE HOME
Concrete and blOr xi. Ana
Harley Davidson motor
51 CAMPERS
Insulation
REPAIR
brick
Basements
cycle. Electra glide extra
1976 GMC Midas motor
window and door, under
driveway., sidewalks and.
sharp. Call Wayne
pinning. tie down.
home 22 ft. long, excellent
storm ieliars /10 years
Darnell 753-9989.
coolseal, patio and porch
condition. Sleeps six,
expericer e and !r se
1 9 7 5 350 Honda S9000 00 Call 247 4170
Free estimates NO JOB
estimates 153 5i76
afters 100 m
TO SMALL 753 6973
comoination road and
APPLaNCE SERvi:f
trail bike. Excellent
k E•NM'OR F.
GENERAL HOME
condition. Call 4312744.
52 BOATS & MOTORS
WHIRLPOOL
REPAIR
15 years ex
WES.1 iNGHOUSE, 20
1981 Gri moto excellent
perience Carpentry, con
Boat .35 hp Johnson
years experience- Bobby
condition 5675 00. Call 753
crete, plumbing, roofing.
motor, electric start,
Hopper, Bob's Appliance
5421 after 5 p.m.
sliding NO • JOB TO
trolling motor, batteries,
Service 703 S 5th
'51
SMALL. Free -estimates
1981 Yamaha XT 250 like depth finger other equip.
Days 474 7359, nights 474 - an or JS3 11886
ment. Sold together- or
new $750.00. Call 1 527
2276,
separate Call 753 9235
Insulation blown in by
0801
Sears Save on these high
Appliance Service Give
nesting and cooling bills
48 AUTO SERVICES
SERVICES OFFERED
us a call We repair em all
Call
Dryers-, washers, free Sears 753 2.310 for
estimate
Import Auto Salvage -refrigerators, stoves and
ROOFING
1600 Datsun engine, 1800
freezers. 759 1322
Asooriit
IL Skivvies
18 RC Toyota, automatic
parking lots seaied
'terraces. All work
Boy's Carpenter Shop
standard shifts transmis
Sees f or. fro: u414rnark.,
Custore
ge•reateed. Pr
-Sion, Opal and Chevy Luv
wor
mg
urn
i
ure.repasr,
engines. Call 474 2325.
Cie 789-1859
sr 753-1S1
formica, replace wood in
Guttering bi Sear., '“•,If
Reynolds Garage major
old cars. If its wood work
ontinuous gutter.,
and 'minor auto repairs
mg call 753 4174
Dill Electric is now mak
ed per your sue, .1,,
Will make service calls.
ing service calls on pluM
Call 753 9391 open 8 6 p.m.
Will sharpen hand saws, firms Call Sears 75.1 hI
bing and electric. Call
for free estimate
Monday through Saturchain saws and skill saws
7519104.
_
day Hwy. 121 five miles
Call 7534656
south of Murray. Used
MOBILE
-N
OME
Need work on your trees?
_cars for sate
ANCHORS.underpinning,
Topping, pruning, shap Johnson's Electric. Corn
roof's sealed„ patio awn
ing, complete. removal
mercial Ad'resillential
ings, and house type roofs
49 USED.CARS
and more. Call BOVER'S
wiring, gas, installed and
for napaile homes 751
TREE SERVICE,for pro -repairing 753 7203
1873 Jack Glover
1978 Oldsmobile Delta air,
fessional tree care. 753•
full power, cruise, AM8536. •
Steam cleaning portable
FM stereo 8 ttack. Call
Aluminum Service Co
motors equipment shop
753 2813
SEASONED FIREWOOD
aluminum asid vinyl
floors garages house
Mixed hardwoods 18" 24"
siding roofs tiler shake,
siding, custom trim
1980 Oldsmobile - Cutlass
available. $27.50 a rick
metal, mildew removing
work References - Call
Broughm diesel 17,000
delivered. Call John
Pierced!, Cleaning /54
miles. Absolutely like
Boyer at 753-8536.
Will Ed Bailey. 1538148 759 WI
new. 435 4579.
0689
Will rern
- ove dead Or un
D84. Painting 'Large &
wanted trees Call for free
Small Jobs. Experienced
All your plunibing and air
estimates before 2 30
1972 Nova automatic, painters reasonable
conditioning needs. Also.
753 548/
power Steering, brakes _prices. Call now for free
do carpentry, painting,
and air. Nice clean car estimate. 753 1901
I. I,
Carpet
roofing and concrete. All
65,000 miles 7538124
odor free
work done to satisfaction.
•
n ,'
longer and
753 9822.
Dill Electric answer ser
For trec estimates
1915 PONTIAC
'vice calls on plumbing
Mrsner's Clean up Ser
Jeff's Carpet Cleanirw
and electric 753 9104,
CATALINA
vice. Yards. basements
753 9816 1 eperieni en ano
after 5:00 435 4234.
One owner local car.
and garages Clean up
reliable
. .
and odd jobs. Phone 753
PURDOM'S
8600 or 753 1881.
Toy
Lee
• 56 FR E COLUMN
Oldsmobile
Barnett
ALCOA ALUMINUM
Pontiac
[
ogl_ Gravel, Sono,
SIDING. or .viny siding _Free to good home white
Cadillac
f uzzy kittens seven
and trim. Aluminum trim
redonia Lime and
old Call 7516298 after
1406 W Main 753-5315
for
brick
houses
Jack
irt 753 4776
5 00
Glover 753 1873
-

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

Taxi Cab Service
911

Poison
Control
753-7588

6 a.m.-Midnight 7 Days A Weak
Phone 753-5351/753-5352

CHIMNEY
DOCTOR
Chimney Sweep Service
AU Types Chimneys
Cleaning and Repair
Night
492 8983
Day
753 4 150

I

.Murray-Calloway
County Hospital

Calloway County
Rescue Squad

.753-6952

Rust Signs
Murals
Trek'
Lettering
Gold Leaf
All Types.
of Sign Work

153-6963

Police
91 1

Aluminum
Service
Co.

ellto

Alitailem ad Ifiayl
Via., Casten trio
work. lloforoncos.
Coll Will Uleaky,

Meeting and Air Con
rlitioning Sates. Soles
and Service Modern
Sheet Metal 4 Servi(e

753-0689.

Depot'tnn•nt

loyd A McC1vre

753-5131
COMPLETE INVENTORY OF BUCK STOVES AND
RELATED PRODUCTS. Lowest prices in State of
Kentucky. SAVE 50 0, to 80c'e ON THIS YEAR'S

49 USED

Secluded farm stead 60
acres include marketable
limber tobacco base
Tobacco barn to a(
commoaate 3600 sticks. 8
stall stock barns sutpher
springs and good well
Large well constructed
older farm house Just
right to be remodeled into
a Deallt.41J1 borne Large
foyer with open Stair case
leading to bedroom on p.
T Ai 0
cond floor
fireplaces, plus electric
heat Large kitcheg, 8x.20
sun room All this tor only
S55 000 00 Call Spann
Realty Assoc for details
753 7724

Quality Service
Company

753-9290

Caluutr•
CPSTM KITCHEN
CABINETS & COSTINA
WOODWORKING
*MISS11? FUSTSSI
•CIPSTOSII MILT swam
CAROM

753-5940
1212 MA

Murray
Leather
Skip
eflowiteer
asin
billfold's,belts, etc. Mina/
Shoe ,Repa v- r;
.i'n.ode
C u s)
leather items
Purses,

1'114.11 1111. MI 1111

.1%.. 1 1.1/1.1.11 .% 1 IS11.,t.

. Oltolicr 19. 1941
Ztft
DEAR ABM': I have taken singing lessons and am told
that I have a lovely voice. I love to sing and am frequantly
asked to sing at weddings. The problem is that many people
I know only slightly(and some otrangero(ark me to sing for
tree.
People &IA sissTiiiii-that the_ enjoin!.munt.meet with OW
church organist several times to practice, antigasoline costs
money. Also; I have to look nice, which means getting my
hair done-and my dress dry-cleaned or even buying.a new
one.
On occasion I've been requested to sing certain songs for
which I must buy the sheet music. Nobody seems to take
this into coruiideration.

By Abigail Van Buren

Woman Wants Full Loaf,
Not Man's Proffered Half

, AUCTION SCHEDULED — Several itema have been donated to the
Republican Party for a celebrity auction Tuesday night in Mayfield.
(Photo By Barbara Frank)

Republicans Plan Auction
The Republican Party of Graves County
has announced a fundraising dinner and
celebrity auction to
benefit party candidates at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 20, ot
the Davis APartment
Community Office
South 10th
Street, Mayfield:
Guest speaker for
the evening will be
'Anne Guenthner,state
representative.
Ray Reeves, first
district senatorial candidate, will be introduced.
Dinner and the auction are $10 per person.
The auction itself is
$1.50.
The door prize will

be a folder, pictures
and inaugural invitation from President
Reagan and Vice
President Bush.
Other items include
a Kentucky and Co.
autographed desk set
from Gov. John V.
Brown Jr.; an
autographed copy of
"Americans," by
Robert Welch; an
autographed copy of
"The Sum of Good
Government," by Rep.
Phillip Crane; a box of
shirts and neckties
from former governor
A.B. — Happy"
Chandler; an
autographed copy of
"Real War," by
former president
Richard Nixon;

package ot books from
Cleon Schousen of the
Freeman Institute of
America;
Autographed tennis
racket cover by Jimmy Connors.

Abby, when. I'm invited to sing at a wedding, I sometimes
receive an invitation for the dinner and reception. Do I have
to bring.agift? Or can my services be considered my."gift"?
Last week I sang at a Catholic wedding and was given
$30, which I was delighted to get.(I never know whether I
am going to get paid or not.)
Please print this with a few rules for brides as well as
musicians.
FROM MISSOURI

DEAR ARLO: I'm a 60-year-old, attractive, marriageminded widow who's been dating a 65-year-old, well-to-do,
fun-loving widower. He recently moved into my building,
and every unattached woman in the building is after him..
He propositioned me once in a cute way,saying,"What's
another slice off a loaf of bread that's already been cut?" I
made it plain that 1 wasn't interested in any kind of
relationship that didn't include marriage. He insists that
marriage is not in his plans. .
Now he has a new approach. He told me that his urologist
told him that men who are not sexually active are 100 times
more susceptible to cancer of the prostate than men who
have sex regularly. Is this true, or. do you think he's just
trying to get me into bed?
LAUDERDALE LIBRA
DEAR LIBRA: It's not true. He's looking for a treat
as well as a treatment. Tell him you're sorry, but you
can't practice medicine without a license — a marriage license, that is.

DEAR FROM: When you are asked to sing at the
wedding of a friend, bring a gift. (Instead of paying
you, they should present you with a gift for your
services.)
When you are asked to sing at the wedding of a
stranger, state your fee. If you're invited to the
dinner and reception, bring a small gift as a token.
Professionals do not sing for their supper.
Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (35 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd.,
Suite 6000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250,

WE'LL OPEN
YOUR EYES TO
TONIORROVV
TODAY!
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Eric Pugh Dies Saturday
Eric Stephen Pugh,
2, Rt. 2, Hazel, died
Saturday at 3:55 p.m.
in a one car accident at
Smithville, Va. He was
a passenger in a car
hi& family, but no
other injuries were
reported to family
members.
The young boy was
born Aug. 17, 1979,.in
Murray to. Mark
Stephen Pugh and Linua Susan Stubblefield
Pugh. The father had
taken a position as
minister of a
Smithville church and
the family had gone
there for the weekend
to look for housing.
Survivors are his
parents and a brother,
Aaron Pugh, Rt. 2,
Hazel: grandparents,
Ewing and Youlanda
Stubblefield, Rt. 2,
Hazel, and Robert S.
and Barbara Pugh,
Smithville. Va.; great

grandparents,
Crawford and Opal McClure, Murray, and
Collie and Leva Stubblefield, Hazel.
The body is being
returned to J.H. Churchill Funeral Home for
services.

Jones Rites
Are Sunday
Services for Mattie
A. Jones were Sunday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel
of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with
the Rev. Layne
Shanklin officiating
and Oneida White as
organist and soloist.
Pallbearers were
Larry Pea, Perry
Lamb, Truman
Turner, John Baker,
Revel Haneline, and
Codie Darnell. Burial
was in Bazzell
Cemetery.

Buy a selected new RCA VCR and get

BONUS COUPONS WORTH

OVEIR'100
Bonus coupon book includes five free
6-hour tapes—plus big discounts on
many RCA SelectaVision accessories.

A
J"-' OVER

OFFER ENDS OCT. 25, 198/
Continuous Family Service-Since 1886-

96 Years of
Service To
Murray &
Calloway County
Tommy Welher•Owaer

5 5

Ti v

RCA Convertible
SelectaVision

VFP170

J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home
201 S. 3rd

r1 5 5

753.2415

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Bonus coupon
book also
includes

Use it outside with an RCA color
camera—runs on rechargeable battery or
optional DC power cord. Or use it inside as a table
model—get 6-hour recording, 14-day programming,
special effects, remote control and more.

DISCOUNT
COUPON
on this deluxe RCA
Color Video Camera

RCA's top-of-the-line table VCR
This superb instrument gives you 6-hour
recording, 14-day programming, high-speed
picture search and special effects. And a full
function wireless remote control gives you
actoss-the-room operating convenience.

1982 Cargo Von

VFT650

753- 1 713

Ideal Utility Van
Now In Stock •

•

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
641 S.
753-2617
=MAL MOTORS PARTS DIRrISION

•
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